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Monday December IS, and amidst a heavy gale in the rnock Deep Channel ' 
of the North Sea, some fifteen or so miles off  the Essex Coastline, Laser Hot 
Hits fell silent. 

Within seconds NOW RADIO had communication with Laser's head office and 
discovered that two large insulators on the station's antennna system had failed 
at the time engineers had attempted to increase their transmitter power in order 
to provide the growing audience with a better signal. 

A Senior  Management  decision was  taken  and  relayed to the  m.v. 
communicator  to stay  off  the  air  until the  replacement  insulators  could be 
fitted and any other essential maintainence work carried out which was needed to 
maLe the station one hundred per cent. reliable. 

"It doesn't matter how long it takes,  the work has to be done. We will 
only  return  to  the air  with a top quality  and powerful signal and  totally 
reliable e.Juipment. There will be no pressure on the engineers aboard the radio 
ship"; said a spokesman, 

Immediate  moves  were  made  to obtain  replacement  insulators  and  a 

massive order for these items and many other spares was made. Laser Hot Hit's 
management didn't expect the station to be back much before the very end of the 

year  so  on  Christmas  Eve  the  broadcasting staff  were  taken  from  the 
Communicator.  Departing  for shoreleave were Paul Dean, John Anthony,  and 

newsman Andrew Turner,  Turner  headed for  Vienna and a stint on Blue Danube 
Radio,  which he will  do until  his return  to Laser  at  the  end of  January, 

Crewman Johnny Lewis also left the ship - but before the broadcasting staff. The 
DTs were able to spend their Christmas ashore rather on the High Seas on board a 
silent radio ship, 

On Coxing Day there was such evidence of activity involving Laser Hot 
Hits. First of all a supply tender arrived alongside the Communicator carrying 
riggers  whose  Job  it  would  be to  complete  the  installation  of  the  vital 
insulators.  Then new disc  jockeys arrived from the United Stales of America - 

the,/ joined the other Americans in luxury a luxury hotel. 
Management had been speaking of the work by the riggers and ships crew 

needing at least "two good days of fine weather" to complete the work - but by 
early afternoon Laser not Hits transmitter was putting out a carrier, then test-

tones, and by midafternoon, non-stop music, Laser was making her second period 
of test transmissions - and this time with transmitter power of a strength never 
before offered by the station. If listeners were suprised, perhaps the station's 

owners were even more so! 

"When we had to closedown the weather was dreadful „,and it remained so 
day after day for over  a week,  We really thought that the New Year was more 
likely for the return to the air"; said a senior Laser spokesman. 

The station notified each and every advertiser the moment, on December 
IS,  it was decided to remain off  the air until all work  was completed, Each 
client was  told  eAactly  why  the  station was remaining silent,  None  had an 
complaints and thought  that  the approach  taken by the station management was 

very professional. 
The current engineering test transmissions, according to Rob Day, Vice 

President of Radio Waves incorporated of the United States, should continue for 
around  a total  of  a weak.  Full  and  regular  transmissions with a complete 
broad,asi  L. , a ip nd-new oackage of jingles from the USA and even more new 

,ommercials may take to the air either over the weekend or very early next week 
at the  When theY dQ  r?iJorn two new VS jocks will be Srandy Lee and DL .• 

- CHR  in ':orth Dakota radio. D.L.  also has extensive 05 
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When I decided to push ahead with publishing NOW RADIO NEWSLETTER I 
attempted to speak with as many people as possible to seek ideas from them of 
what we should be aiming to provide, 

I spoke  with  broadcasters  in  ILR,  CCC,  Community  Radio,  Irish 
broadcasting and the inland and offshore pirate stations to really discover what 
they would like such a publication to provide them with. 

It  became  apparent  there was  a call  for  more  radio  news — as  the 
sources for regular and reliable news was strictly limited. There also seemed to 
be a theme running through most comments from broadcasters and listeners alike — 
that  it would be a good  idea  for  a new publication  to be open,  honest and 
available to cater for the entire radio industry. 

They meant a publication that would treat the pirate stations with the 
same fairness expected to be given to the legit broadcasters — a publication 
which would see that the offshore stations (and other pirates) had an audience 
and also had an effect on the rest of the industry. 

Another outcome of  that early  research was  the policy to always be 
available  to  be  a Platform  for  ideas,  comment  and  for  the  exchange  of 
information,  Even  when  such  content  didn't  meet  with  my  agreement.  That  I 

thought was healthy. We followed that policy, too. 
Another suggestion was  that we be prepared to publish articles  that 

other Journals might avoid because they might be termed 'too controversial'. 

The research into what you, the reader, wants from NOW RADIO NEWSLETTER 
actually began .a couple of years ago — and whilst we have been following your 
sugeslions to date — as we enter a new year — I would like to feel that you will 
continue to give us your comments and suggestions — and help us to keep on the 
right tracks so that we can be of use to both the broadcasters and listeners 
with a keen interest in what we provide, 

COMMUNICATE!!! 

PERSONAL SUBSCRIPTION: 26 ISSUES .(12 MONTHS/26 ISSUES) 
PERSONAL SUBSCRIPTION: 13 ISSUES (6.MONTHS%13 ISSUES) 

BUSINESS SUBSCRIPTION: 26 ISSUES.(12 MONTHS/26 ISSUES) 

E24.00 
£12,00 

£48.00 

Published by Now Radio Communications, PO Box 46, Kettering, NN16 ONW 
Telephone (0636) 61 44 37 
All Contents a NRC 1966 

iieprodaction in any manner, in whole or part, in English or other languages prohibited, All Reasonable care is 
taiem in the preparation of this publicatipn but the publisher cannot be held responsible for its contents. This 
publication Oly not be lent, resold or hired to any person by the purchaser and/or subscriber. 
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First of all, I'd like to again thank each and every person who thought 
of  us this Christmas and sent Christmas Cards.  It was most kind of you.  Our 
thank's also go to many of you who wrote letters and telephoned with greetings. 

Now,  I have been giving some serious consideration to the matter of my 

name in recent months, and have come up with an idea. Most of you will know that 
in my early radio broadcasting career  I went under the name Crispian St John, 
which  when  I joined Radio  Caroline  and Newsweek  International  News  back  in 

January 1964 I decided to drop in favour of something a little more contemporary 
- and  that's when,  with  the help of  my old mate Peter  Quinn,  I became Jay 
Jackson, However,  through all this time I have had the name that my Mother and 
Father gave me - and it is to that name that I would like to return as we enter 
a new year.  It appears to me to be really crazy to be using a name other than my 
own in this day and age. Discussing this matter with Christa Ackroyd, Programme 
Controller of Radio Aire,  where  I continue to present two weekend prog-ammes, 
resulted in her  thinking we could run the whole thing as a bit of an on-air 
promotion - you know,  stay  tuned  to  find out what my  real  name  is,  sort of 

thing. Well,  I guess for that station,  for the moment at least,  I will have to 
remain Jay Jackson;  but for all other  things  I wish now to use only my real 
family name. So from now on it's Howard G. L. Rose. 

There were a good number of subscribers who didn't expe g us to produce 
an edition of the newsletter over the holiday period. Not so! OThers may think 
it does no harm to closedown for the holiday period, but our decision was easily 
made to publish as normal, However,  due to the fact that it is e holiday time 
for the majority, our feature content is perhaps larger with this issue,  I hope 
you'll enjoy reading some of  the special articles in this issue, We have also 
decided to produce a special supplement which will contain the latest round-up 
of news  including reports from Laser Hot Hits, Radio Caroline,  etc, etc.  This 
brings the number of pages this issue to a total of 32! 

May 1967 Bring You All You Wish For! 

HOWARD 6, L, ROSE 
EDITOR 

1'1 t.J NJ —r "t•  FZ. CA ID I 0  I  E 

NOW  RADIO  COMMUNICATIONS  can  offer  a full  range  of  services  and 
equipment  for  use  in Community,  Commercial  and  Public  Radio  stations.  From 
Programming,  Production,  Sales Operations and Installations through to day-to-
day administration. We can also provide any equipment,  ranging from AN and FM 
Transmitters,  Turntables,  Cartridge  Machines,  Turntables,  Mixing  Desks, 
Microphones,  Tape  Recorders,  Audio  Processing  systems,  Antenna  Tuning  Units, 
etc, 

NEXT  ISSUE;  MONDAY  JANUARY  12  (#1 8) 

KRONT'FA6E ILLUSTRATION: (Left to Right) FHIL FOTHERGILL (FRovAmrE DIRECTOR), COLIN MASON (FANAGAING  
PAUL McKENNA (AM ORiVE DJ) OR CHILTERN RADIO NETiORK AND KEVIN TURNER LASER HOT HITS NEVS). 
CXECNON: IN THE ANNE; TO QUESTION B:ri IN OUR NOV RADIO NEW:QUIZ THE DATE SHOULD READ JANUARY 170, 
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London  General  Entertainment  IR  station,  Capital  Radio,  ended  the 
financial year to September 30, with pre-tax profits up an incredible 82% to 
£1,700,000 from 036,000 in the previous year. 

Turnover  for  the  station  in  this  last  year  was  08,46  million - 
compared to 07,47 million in the previous period. 

Capital  Radio Limited will  be seeking a full  listing on the Stock 
Exchange in the next few weeks, 

M O B C O W  Q U I T:S1  J A M M I N G 

Japanese  sources  claim  that  The  Soviet  Union  has  ceased  Jamming 
broadcasts by China's Radio Beijing for the first time in two decades. 

The move follows a halt of  jamming of broadcasts made by two other 
international shortwave broadcasters, Albania and South Korea, 

B B C  N A M E  T U ID A Y  E NI EFI 

The  EEC  has  named  Jenni  Murray  as  the  latest  addition  to  the 
presentation  staff  of  the  Today  programme,  She  will  present  the  Saturday 
edition, which starts its run in the new year. 

Murray will be working with John Humphrys, who joins from BBC TV News 
duties. 

Jenni Murray has been a regular presenter of EEC 2 TV Newsnight since 
1983 and presenter of the Monday edition of Radio Four's Woman's Hour, 

L U X E M B O U G  B I G N I N G 

Radio Luxembourg's latest signing is Neil Fox, He joins the team in the 
Grand Duchy after 18-months with Radio Wyvern as afternoon drive presenter. 

Wyvern was the first station to employ Fox, and Managing Director of 

the station, Norman Bilton, has spoken highly of the young presenter, 
'I knew  it was only a matter of  time. before he moved on to bigger 

things. I am very pleased for h\im. „ft Mr. Bilton told NOW RADIO, 
.1 

Bt-i i__ A N Ct  O U T 

Dave Eurland has departed Radio Aire,  the Leeds'  IR station after a 
short period presenting the late show (2230 - 0230) on weekdays. 

Earlier  his  original  shift,  afternoon drive,  had been  taken on by 
lire's Head of Music Peter Tait, who shifted from a.m. drive to make way for 
James Whale to host the stations Breakfast programme with a new format, 

It is understood that Programme Controller Christa Ackroyd is seeking 
talent to fill the gap in the schedules. 

"T-U N E  W I T H  E F 

Kevin Turner is with Laser Hot Hits to run the station's news operation 
whilst Andrew Turner takes his first break from the station since the vessel, 
Communicator, left Harwich for International Waters, 

Turner has worked fbt Irish private stations, The Voice of Peace, Radio 

Sovereign, GWR and more recently Radio Caroline 558, 
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Glasgow's Radio Clyde has recorded profits up some 58% on the previous 

year  for  figures  covering  the  financial  year  to  the  end  of  September.  The 
station made a profit of £532,000, Turnover for the station increased by 9% to 

reach £4,480,000. 

O F" 

A reminder, after NOW RADIO was the first with the original blast, that 

Johnnie Walker returns to EEC Radio One after a ten year break, Saturday January 
17 for the start of a series which will be a first for the national station, 

Johnnie Walker, speaking about his return, said: "There's been a lot of 

talk  in the music press about me accepting an offer  I could not refuse and I 

supppose that's true.  I'm not talking about the money side of things, more about 
the chance to play the kind of music  I believe listeners will enjoy across the 

country  and  to  have  the  opportunity  to  make  full  use  of  FM  stereo  to  a 
nationwide audience". 

"Radio One has changed out of all recognition since we parted ten yeas 
ago and  I'm  proud  that  the people  in  charge have put  their  faith  in me  to 
present such a varied sequence of top quality programmes," 

The line up for Johnnie's first day back on One looks ala follows: 

1400  Walker opens up the Stereo Sequence with pArt one of a 
documentary entitled 'Virgin - The Immaculate Conception?' This is"  a profile of 
Richard Eranson the young entrepreneur who has captured the heart of the nation 

with his Virgin empire, 

1500  Johnnie returns with an hour of his own music featuring 
lots of album cuts not usually associated with daytime UK radio, before a live 

link-up via satellite to Los Angeles, California for a new look American Chart 
Show with a presenter still to be officially named. 

1700  Johnnie Walker takes over again for another selection of 
high quality sounds, The remainder of the Saturday night sequence, Simon Mayo at 

1930 and Dixie Peach at 2130 remains unaltered. 

Walker's  broadcasting  career  began  with  a stint  for  the  sixties 
American offshore station Swinging Radio England, anchored off the Essex coast, 
On hearing  that  the  station's  future  was  doubtful  he  made  a move  to  Radio 
Caroline  South  where  he  pioneered  mass-appeal  soul  music  for  a fantastic 
audience with a programme running 2100 - 2400 daily. Following the closure of 
Caroline in March  '68,  Johnnie took various jobs before finally joining Radio 

One in 1969. He ended up with a daily midday programme, which he quit ten years 
ago to make a visit to the USA where he worked for a number of stations and from 

where he recorded regular programmes for airing on Radio Luxembourg, 

His return to the United Kingdom coincided with the planned return to 
the air of Caroline and he was hired along with several others for the station. 
When it didn't appear he moved on to a daily programme with the GWR network - 

from where he rejoins Radio One, 

The Stereo Sequence with Johnnie Walker. EEC Radio One, Saturdays, 1400 

- 1900 hours, From January 17, 

NO W RADIO 5 
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INDERENDE:Vr BROADCASTING AUTHORITY, 

70 Brongoon Road I anidou •a% I IIV Tr/: of-584 pps  24315 

23rd December, 1986 

The Editor, 
'Now Radio', 
P 0 Box 45, 
Kettering, 
Northants, 
NN16 

Dear Sir, 

For Favour of Publication  

In your latest edition you invited comment on your assertion that Laser 
and Caroline are not illegal.  You are quite right; a foreign registered 
Ship outside territorial waters and carrying on broadcasting operations is 
not, as far as I know, breaking any UK (or other?) law.  This of course is 
not true of any UK citizen on board or otherwise who provides support to 
such operations, other than in a life-saving situation. 

However, we live in a civilised society which is ordered by an 
arrangement of treaties and agreements between nations.  This is so that we 
may all live amicably alongside one another.  Because the broadcasting 
spectrum is finite, and has many legitimate calls made up on it, most 
nations have become parties to the International Telecommunications Union, 
established in 1865 and one of the earliest UN agencies.  Regulation 2665 
prohibits the establishment of an unauthorised radio station at sea.  If 
anyone could set up a station on the high seas it would be broadcasting 
anarchy and we could all suffer as a result. 

Yours sincerely, 

P.A.C. Baldwin 
Deputy Director of Radio 
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Some of the programmes coming up on national EEC Radio worth a mention 

in the next few weeks include; 

Bruno Brookes  interviewing Debbie Harry can be heard on Radio One, 
Saturday January  10,  1400 hours,  This  is an omnibus edition of  a series of 

interviews made with this rocker last year in New York. 

Special Guest on Dixie Peach's Midnight Runners show on the same day 

(from 2130) is Tom Petty, Featured group is Impossible Dreams, 

The oldest remains of living organisms date from about 3Vi billion years 

ago. What happened since then to give rise to life on our planet? Members of the 
International Society for the Study of the Origin of Life (ISSOL) have varying 
theories.  Last  summer  Radio  3's  Colin  Tudge  attended  an  ISSOL  meeting  in 
California and, with a number of interesting contributors, will be reporting on 

those theories from 2045 hours, Saturday January 10 on EEC Radio Three. 

Bruno  Brookes  is  away  from Radio One  for  a fortnight  from  Monday 

January 12 and his place is taken from Simon Mayo. Time to listen is from 1745 

hours, right after the evening edition of Newsbeat. 

Johnny Cash (Change from a Durex Machine?!)  is the guest on Country 
Club with Wally Whyton (whatever happened to Pussy Cat WillumT7) on Radio 2 from 
1902 hours on Thursday January 15, Cash was recorded in concert at Wembley last 

year. 

After the demise of Top of The .Form comes Radio One's new bash - Fop of 
The Form! Mike Read presents this new programme, which starts its run on Sunday 
January 18 at 1530 hours. The competition is a knockout between schools testing 

their knowledge of music. First two teams are from Aylesbury and Amersham, 

Tommy Vance will be sitting in for Bruno Brookes on the Chart Busters 
and Top 40 shows for a fortnight. First time to check on TV on Radio will be 

1600 hours Sunday January 18. 

Desmond Carrington returns to Radio 2 for a new Sunday lunchtime show 
which will  run 1102 - 1400 hours as from January 18.  Three hours of popular 

music, past and present, promised by the programmes producer, 

From January 1E, Radio 4's religious current affairs programme will be 
starting  at  an  earlier  time  of  0740  in  the  morning.  This  will  allow  the 
programme to look at the major  topics of  the day in even greater depth. For 
those of you working for other stations, and responsible for religious output, I 

do suggest you give this programme your ears. 

Simon Bates will be presenting five programmes from the United States 
starting on Monday January 19 from 0930 hours. Programmes planned from New York, 

Washington, Nashville and Miami. 

Pull The Other One is the title of a new series starting on Radio 2 
from Thursday January 22.  From 2202 hours, David Frost is the front man, and 

he's  joined  by  panelists  Ken  Dodd,  Frank  Carson  and  Leslie  Crowther.  The 
panelists will be attempting to explain some rather bizarre stories from the 
newspapers. Guests later in the 8-week series will  include Bernie Clifton and 

Mike Burton. 
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Thank's to NORMAN SILTON (MD, Radio Wyvern) for pointing out that we 
missed quite an important matter from our review of the year in the last issue - 
it was  the  lEA's  rental  reduction  for  ILR companies.  When one considers  the 
value of that reduction was between 2E% - 35% - it was quite something to miss! 

Thank s  also  to  Mr.  Bilton  for  his  kind  comments  about  NOW  RADIO 
NEWSLETTER , 

We should have some award to offer to LEC for managing to send us an 
information sheet a few weeks back which was post-marked about 10 days before 
the date it was actually posted! Talk about 'Where News Comes First" ,,,   

Our  office  has  been 'covered  in  Christmas  Cards  from  NOW  RADIO 
NEWSLETTER readers - to those of you that we have not been able to individually 
acknowledge - our sincerest thanks. Hope that Your Christmas went well   

It was good  the other day to have a long conversation with one TOM 

HARDY - Head of Music at the CHILTERN RADIO NETWORK - though the majority of the 
things we spoke about are not repeatable in these pages (even!). Needless to say 

it was good to hear Tom make a rare (these days) appearance on the station over 
Christmas. Like yours truly,  Tom is happy to be behind a desk involved in the 
science of broadcasting rather than the presentation work   

Some red faces at RADIO WYVERN a few weeks ago when the station mailed 
out Christmas cards to its board and shareholders - but onky franked 'em for 
12p. It seems that, like others, NORMAN BILTON was thinking that the Post Office 
special offer 'send your cards for 12p instead of 12p' was available to us all. 

Not so!  It was a deal where if you bought 30 x 13p stamps (and that was the 
maximum purchase possible) you onl% paid 30 x 12p for them, The Head Postmaster 

at Worcester  came to the  rescue With a nice seasonal  jesture of offering  to 
refund those who received  their cards from the station and who had to pay a 
surcharge of lip before they were handed their cards , 

Was the secretary tipsy when she sent us a letter from the ICA - normal 
weight and what not - and franked it 4Ep? Groaning ILR Contractors may launch an 
inquiry into how many lots of 30p were lost by the IDA! The date.. .23.12,66   

F=" 0  F  cIt_I -r-y-

NOW RADIO COMMUNICATIONS have  introduced a special  FREEPOST address. 
This address may only be used for subscriptions and mail order purchases. When 
using this FREEPOST service, please remember you do not have to put a stamp on 

the envelope! 
All other communication should be addressed in the usual manner; Now 

Radio, P.0, Cox 45, Kettering, Northants, NN16 ONW, 

I -IF •  .7  . . . . ED LI -IF  4J EL" N1 E Q  I 1F ! 

Speaking the other day to Tom Hardy of Chiltern Radio,  the subject of 
the offshore stations came up in our conversation.  Tom said to me;  "Isn't it 
really crazy that after all these years we have to have offshore radio stations 
out there in the hope that they.will pring about a change to this industry!" 

He  is  so  right.  And,  like Tom  (and  myself)  there  are  many  people 
working in radio in this country who actually warmly welcome the return of Laser 
Radio - seeing it perhaps as the 'thorn in the side'  that will spark off the 
civil servants into actually doing something positive to allow this industry to 

develop in the way that it itself wants to. 
Until  the  day  radio  is  allowed  to  develop  there  will  always be  a 

(albeit unofficial) support for stations like Laser.  I can honestly say I have 

had so many calls from people working in ILR and EEC radio who welcome laser 
back to the airwaves for this, very reason. 

8 NOW RADIO 
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19 IBA audience research surveys were carried oJt between January 1982 
and November 1965,  in conjunction with the re-adyertisment of  ILR contracts in 
London,  Glasgow,  Birmingham,  Bradford,  Manchester,  Tyne  2, Wear,  Swansea, 
Sheffield  & Rotherham,  Liverpool,  Edinburgh,  Plymouth,  Teesside,  Nottingham, 
Portsmouth, Ipswich, Belfast, Reading and Wolverhampton h Black Country, The IBA 
has  Just  published  the  details  of  the  fifth  series  of  findings  from  these 
research projects. 

The 4,700 ILR listeners (aged 15 and over)  interviewed in the surveys 
were asked a sequence of questions designed to monitor the requirements of the 
Broadcasting  Act  concerning  political  impartiality  and  'good  taste'  and 
'decency', 

60% of the ILR listeners interviewed did not think the programmes, or 
the way in which they were presented often seemed to favour any political party; 
a further  15%  did  not  offer  an  opinion,  Only  6%  said  they  detected  some 

political  bias  in  ILR programming on  a regular  basis.  These appeared  to be 

equally divided between the major parties - 2% each for the Conservatives,  2% 
for Labour and the remaining 2% perceived bias mentioning other parties like the 
SDP, Liberals and the relevant additional parties in the surveys conducted in 

Scotland,  Wales and Northern Ireland,  There was  little consensus as  to which 
type of programme any bias usually occurred in. Just 2% of  listeners had noted 
bias  in  'phone in programmes.  No other particular category of programming was 
mentioned by more than one per cent of the listeners interviewed, 

Just A% of  listeners thought that  ILR was quite often unfair  in  its 
treatment of controversial social or industrial matters, 

Only a small number,  6% said they had ever heard anything they would 
describe as offensive on their own local station.  The most frequent complaint 
was of  'phone in hosts being rude to callers - but then only 2% complained of 

this, 
On the subject of  the clear seperation of commercials from programme 

content,  another  requirement of existing legislation,  only an average 4% said 
they often found it difficult to distiguish advertising from programme content. 

A further sixteen percent said that 'sometimes' they had difficulty. 
A total of over 11,500 interviews with radio listeners were conducted 

(non-listeners were excluded from the surveys),  including 4,700 interviews with 

regular listeners to Independent Local Radio, 

A WIni D-S2; 

Winners  in the radio sections of  the  1986 Argos Awards  for Consumer 
Journalism were as follows:-

Winner  - Neil  Walker  & Sally Wilson of  EEC  Radio Norfolk,  2nd 
Placed Margo MacDonald of EEC Radio Four, 

Joint Winner - Christine Kinnear of EEC Radio Scotland an40John Howard 
of EEC Radio Four, 2nd place - Alison McKenzie of EEC Radio WM. 

The compeition,  with winners from the press and television also,  was 

Judged by  broadcaster  and  consumer  expert  Norman Tozer,  Mike  Finlay  of  the 
Periodical Publishers Association and Do Freeman, Vice-Chairman of the National 
Federation of Consumer Groups, 

C I M E W A T C1-1 3 

The Home Affairs Correspondent of EEC Radio News, Chris Underwood, has 
been  elected  the  first  broadcasting  President  of  The  Crime  Reporters 

Association, 
His appointment was made at the annual conference of the Association in 

London recently. 
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The Home Office has announced  that  it will  be  licensing another 25 
Special Event Radio Stations for 1987 - the same number of  licences that were 

available  for  1986. This  is part of  a two year experiment  in Special  Event 
broadcasting, 

Special  Event  radio  is  the  use  of  low-powered  freely  radiating 

transmitters or  induction  field systems  to broadcast  for  receptin on normal 
radio  receivers  within  the  site  of  festivals,  conventions,  county  or  other 
shows, sporting events etc for the duration of the event, The Home Office says 
it will not issue such licences for circumstances where public address systems 
would provide a practicable means of  communication at the site of  the event. 
Frequencies for such services are allocated in the medium waveband (531 - 1602 
kHz) and power levels for transmitters for such stations is set at a level aimed 
at  providing  adequate  daytime  reception  within  the  site,  whilst  minimising 
reception of the service beyond the event's perimeter, In no circumstances will 
The Home Office allow more than 50 milliWatts effective monopole radiated power. 
Infringement of this condition, says the Home Office, could result in revocation 
of the licence. 

Applications for the' experimental radio licences must be in respect of 
events  which  take  place  on  a single,  and says  the  Home  Ofice Broadcasting 
department, well-defined, site, It rules out events such as carnivals which take 
the form of a processin through the streets. 

Licences will be issued for any period from a few hours to a maximum of 
two weeks, Broadcasting hours wi'.11 not be restricted during that time, 

The licences will be issued under the Wireless Telegraphy  CT.  The 
closing date for applications is January 31, 1987, A licence may be extended on 

payment of a repeat fee to permit several broadcasts on seperate occasions at a 
single site such as a series of race meetings held over a period of months. The 
Home Office says, however, it would normally set a maximum of six such occasions 

during one year. 
If  more  applications  are  received  than  the  number  of  licences 

available, the successful applicants will be selected by the Home Office with a 
view to providing experien.ce of special event radio at different types of event 
in different locations. Applicants may apply for a number of licences. 

The  licensee  may  be  a person  appointed  by  the  event  organiser  to 

provide a radio service (eg a contractor),  the event organiser or the owner of 
the site. 

The  cost  of  a licence 'will  be  £4150.  Where  an  applicant  wants  to 
undertake broadcasts on seperate occasions at the same site a repeat fee of 6100 
will be payable for each successive extension of the licence. 

The Home Office says it intends these stations to provide information 
and other services  to  those attending  the event  in question,  Applicants are 
asked to provide brief details of their programming plans. There are conditions 
in each licence stating that nothing should be broadcast which offends again'.'. 
good taste or decency or is likely to encourage or incite to crime or lead to 
disorder  or  to be offensive  to public  feelings.  Also material  which  is not 
suitable for children and young persons is not broadcast until after 2100 hours. 

Stations are allowed to accept advertising and sponsorship - and the 
amount  and  rates  charged  will  be up  to  each  station  to  establish.  Current 
industry codes must be followed. Logging tapes of the entire broadcast must be 
made and will have to be handed over to the Home Office on request. The Home 
Office says  this will  allow  them,  and the DTI  together with the Advertising 
Standards  Authority  to  undertake  an  assessment  of  the  special  event  radio 
experiment, Copyright arrangements must be made by each station. This is another 

part of the Home Office conditions. 
(continues page 20) 
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Here is a chance for you to test your memory of some of the hundreds of 
news stories reported by NOW RADIO since we first appeared on Monday April 21, 
1986, You can check how well you've done by turning to the answers which appear 
on page 27, 

1  Which Independent Radio Managing Director called on AIRC members to go on 
a rent strike - and pay the IBA only half the due rental - as a protest at the 
high rates charged to ILR companies? 

2  The  Home  Office  invited  applications  for  how  many  Community  Radio 
licences at the end of last year? 

3  What is the name of  the Sunday split-transmission service operated by 

Capital Radio? 

 Can you name the former presenter of ESC2TV's Newsnight programme who 
became the Managing Director of the SEC's External Services this year? 

 Which Canadian firm sold out  its stake in ILR in 1986 to the darling 
Downs TV company - operating in the United Kingdom as Chalford Communications? 

6  Name the Piccadilly Productions' Network Album Show presenter? 

47  Chris Cary pulled out of the Irish commercial radio scene in 1986. What 

was the name of the superstation he established in Dublin? 

 Robbie Robinson's Dublin commercial station introduced a new format in 

the year - what type of format was it? 

9  Essex Radio was having 'merger' talks back in the summer with a major ILR 
station - which one? 

10  What major station re-introduced a playlist this year? 

11   In Ireland WSEN began broadcasting in 1986, „in what city? 

12  Which ILR station inked a £125,000 advertising contract with North West 

Orient airline in 1986? 

13.  The cheapest purchase price paid for a radio station in 1986 was £35,000 

- what was the deal? 

14  Which ILR station lost its contract with the ISA and closed down during 

1986? 

15  Name the new ILR contractor for Portsmouth/Southampton? 

16  To the nearest 10, how many applications did the Home Office receive for 

community radio permits? 

17  Why is June 30, 1986 significant to Community Radio applicant groups? 

18  Which State announced in 1986 it was to licence 3 radio stations' 

19   Ireland's State radio service drew up a contract with which commercial 

broadcaster in 19867 

19-
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Ey HOWARD 6. L, ROSE 

Cable Eroadcasting, Satellite TV, DOS.... it appears that those involved 
in television are again being allowed developments whilst us 'poor' radio folk 

are left standing.  • 
It  seems  to  be  the  'norm'  - think  back  to  the  fact  that  we  had 

commercial television before we had commercial radio. 
We can only hope that the Government will publish the Green Paper on 

the  future of UK radio,  and allow any Parliamtary discussion on the subject 
before the next election.  The realistic prediction is,  however,  a Green Paper 
being published  in  a few  weeks  time,  around six months being permitted  for 
public and  industry reaction,  followed by the introduction of  legislation.  Of 
course,  in the middle of  this will  come  the General  Election and hope of  a 
change in the current broadcasting structure will be put aside for this term of 
Parliament, Whether the administration that wins the election, even if it is the 
present one,  will  be bothered with us  radio  folk,  in their  early months  in 
office,  is doubtful. So we seem to be looking at a much longer period of time 

than almost all of us would have wished for, A year.. maybe two,, ,and all the 
time other media are being allowed to grow and grow almost unregulated. 

There is nothing wrong with the loose control over DES, Cable and other 
Satellite broadcasting  - but  it  does seem most unfair when compared  to  the 

strict regime over radio, doesn't it? 
At the moment there  is more need for radio to be allowed to develop 

than perhaps at any time  in the past.  We have  four established 66C national 

radio services and scores of operational 6BC and commercial local radio stations 
as the basis for our 'public service' broadcasting. There are dozens of willing, 
able and prepared operators for new services, many specialising in new and as 
yet untried formats,  ready to broadcast and add to the choice we already have, 
Perhaps such stations would be more welcomed now than at any time in the past - 
as many ILR stations grow bigger and bigger and find themselves dropping their 
local  identity.  Stations become bigger,  newsrooms - the providers of  the key 
element in local programming - grow smaller. We've reached the day of the two-

man newsroom in ILR! 
New  local  stations,  whether  they specialise or not,  would provide a 

service for listeners and advertisers, as well opportunities for  those seeking 

to own, manage, operate and work for new operations. 
I'd like to feel that one lesson that has been learned in the past year 

or so has been that we must take away the strings of control of our industry 
from Politicians and Civil Servants. I'm not calling for the anyone's downfall - 

just the right of broadcasters to decide what they do and in what manner, There 
is  existing  legislation  - we  just  need  to  see  it  expanded  to  change  the 
controlling body for radio from the ISA to a new (Cable Authority with extended 

brief) body for all local radio. 
After  that  we  do  not want MPs  and Civil  Servants deciding what we 

broadcast, 
If we,  in this country, do not act fast - we will see our airwaves and 

homes,  cars,  factories and  the  like  invaded by services  from outside of  our 

shores. I am not talking about pirate radio ships, either. 
There is space for new services - and there are listeners ready to take 

up listening to more than  they are being offered at the moment. It would be sad 

to  feel  that  we  have  allowed  our  industry  to  be  destroyed  by  overseas 
international broadcasters we see that there is this demand and opportunity. 
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Postbag fa. 

The News Moos 

NV Plos• Pevenge 

Knock Deep Channel. 

North Sea. 

Nov 26 1966 

Dee-r 
Whilst 1 of course enjoyed receiving your letter,  I must ca m you 

again of tiw perils (to symelf) of writing to en here - 'on holiday' 

as you so inaccurately put it. 

honestly.  I'm not on holiday. when will you understand - this le • 

real job, just like being st father'. firm, or working on cousin 

Clive's fare, or even being • sanitary product, rep like Nigel. Tor 

the lest tie+. I do not miss being s traine. sccountant. Anyway, 

you know perfectly well that, due to certain allounderstandings.  I 

am unable to puroue that particular  line of bueiness and certainly 

not in Britain. 

I did however enjoy my real holiday (getting back to the subject) In 

Spain. no. Santander I. ent e rer Malaga.  I do have • elight tan, thank 

you. No, I shell not by topping it up on the deck of this 'yacht'. 

PI...* try and remesber, Mother, that this is not • aedlt•rann•an 

<ruts* - I am being hurled about the North Soo. mile. from anywhere.. 

.on • awake% -of -e working ship. Its no picnic. 

'Iliowever, I am station manager suW haws to take ey position seriously. 

'I do quite enjoy it - you con tell Father that, too. So do thank 

Cedric for checking the jobs on the BBC's notice board, but I do not 

wish to work fur rolklands So.n4, and do not miss Radio tong Kong (tho 

Chinks art chucking everyon. civillood out anyway). 

The other problem with writing to me here is that certain fools might 

pretend to confuse your doubtless well meant protestations concorning 

my c rrrrr as s 'listener'. request'. Lost time was just too eabarrassing. 

Of tour.., discipline is dreadful - thank God for my Corp. training 

at Helleybury. If it wasn't for my keeping up team spirit I don't 

know what this collection of deg rrrrr to youths would do. 

True, Anderson st least n ot to • roesonsble school (though it 

sound* auspiciously like • Crammer). We do com,anicate, but only 

from 3.00pe when he deigns to get up.  1 am usuyally taking my 

constitutional around the deck then and he shuic*Is along for a bit, 

scratching himaelf;rhe d rrrrr d' in beads and things, and I In my 

college Suit I still wearing well I am pleased to say). We discuse 

the runniniof the station, monitoring of supplies, fuel etc. Music 

as well of course, though his contribution is limited to iodise Worm 

and the eonethingorothers. Herd to tako his seriously se a station 

manager, until you hoar the row he and that stupid boy put out. Who 

else would do It? 

Another thing, he fixed the typewritor, as you can *eel 

As usual, people come and go, and I  p rrrrr tly the only manager 

here  The fat chap has tutted off (not coming hack and a good thing - 

*I•oet ate us out of supplios); And•rson will be in tacky second-

hand record shops snd even worse bars; liow•rd 1 hoar is back with 

his mother and now thinks he is • journalist - the other.. God 
•Ion• knows. 

Motors lip, I ao left with ueu,s1 ragbag of flotsam and jetsam. Worst 

of the lot is Anderson .* understudy. • surly youth with 5 peraanent 

boor con. Itebellious even by these standards; won't do the morning 
show: too earlyil I a. surprised he ran tell the difference ss 

he doesn't go to ted until about 4.00se and then he's just passed 
out. 

The rest all sees to hove regional accents and other speoch 

and a otand -in for the Gorgon. no wonder half the crew are fairies. ' 

They ars hompered by being Dutch, eis well; unintelligible (•ven 

more so when they toy with our language); net (riled moat; wear loPrettitel 
no .yTy wooden shoes;  idle and useless. 

You know. mother,  it is really not unlike being back st echool, except 
that I had ...ore respect as p prefect! 

I really don't care that Nigel say. that he is going to listen to 

the Amerttans when they get going again. he had better hurry, that's 

our view. One night of North Ses weather, and they'll be dos, with 

ecurve, dysentry and mutiny and towed back to Harwich again bofore 
you can say 'All the Hits'i No backbone, and it Is en core than • 

cabin cruiser anyway. 

Well, nice to communiCate with you (joke) again Mother, and I 

hope that I have not complained too misch. Its probably just the 
weather 

1  "  •  •i•  7,  mist got along to the library 

and choose suitable music to appease our lietener. after Choir 

regular :morning attack by youngwatthew:. grubby LP case. 

I shall bo out on the next tender In order to be at John's 1u:whet. 
party; do tell his for me. And, no rrrrr plesee; Only a latent joke 

really, as I shall doubtlesa be asked to comnent on the arrival of 

the Laser shower. Mow how many of your offspring have been on the 

too , eh Mother' Don't forget to tape It. 

After the library.  I shall take aneme milk and r•turn to my cabin 

to listen to beethovon. And I know that I sounded • little <rooky 

the Other Saturday;  it was a *light cold and had nothing to do with 

ti.7 :51 psair,tyc :hr: athers were talking shoot. 

impediments; Dwyer, Tyler and as for King: An antipodean monologuist V.,•••• L— 

PS Please do not lot 

you arrow: I shall not ki 

my cabin • letrine; the standard* 
negligible. 

nom,  ram MoJet L 

1" "•';e2 Ts. ,Lelaa...4- to o. S top 

drivo my car - I am not gone for ever, 

affles as requested, he considers 

hygiene here are simply 



Broadcasting  in  the  United  States  comes  under  the  control  of  the 
Federal Communications Commission, a Government body based in Washington DC and 

responsible for all telecommunications within the USA. 
In  recent  years  there  has  been  considerable  deregulation  of  sound 

broadcasting - much of which has helped radio to increase its strength at a time 
when other media has developed so much - including television, DES, cable, etc. 

Though the FCC may have relieved broadcasters of a lot of Red Tape, the 
communicators themselves operate their own form of regulation, which in effect 

would mean that even if there were all but the minimum regulation by the Federal 
authority,  they  would  follow  certain  basic  and  essential  guidelies  in  the 

provision of their service to the public. 
These  guidelines  were  drawn  up  a  number  of  years  ago  by  the 

broadcasters organisation,  National  Association of Broadcasters,  and for your 

interest, we are reproducing that code below. 

GRAHAM KENNEDY 
WASHINGTON DC 

NAB Radio Code 

Preamble 

In 1937 • major segment of us commercial radio 
broadcasters fits, adopted industry•wide standards of 
practice The purpose of such standards, then, as now. 
is to establish guideposts and professional tenets for 
petformanceintheareasofgeoramingendedvertia 
in; content. 
Admittedly. such standards for broarkesting can 

never be finalorcomplete, bectiusebroadcasungisa 
creative art, always seeking new ways to ahleve maxi 
imum appeal and sertice Therefore. its standards are 
subject to periodic revision to reasonably reflect chang• 
ingattoudesinourso m4 
In 1943 after two years devoted to reviewing and 

revising the 1937 document, new standards were pro--
mitigated Further revisions were made in subsequent 
tears when deemed necessary The objections behind 

them have been reassure that salve ..... ng messages be 
presented in an honest. responsible and tasteful man-
ner and that broadcasters, in their programing, tailor 
their content to meet the needs and expectations of 
that particular audience to which their programing 

d  d 
The growth of broadcasting as a medium of enter-

tainosent. education and information has been made 
possitile by its commercial underpinning This aspect 

of commercial broadcasting as it has developed in the 

United States has enabled the industry to grow n a free 
medium in the tradition of Arneticen enterprise. The 
extent of this freedom is underscored by those lave 
•hith prohibit censorship of broadcast materiel. 

Rather, those who own the nation's radio broadcasting 
stations operate them—pursuant to this self-adopted 
Radio Code—in recognition of the needs of the Ameri-
can people and the reasonable self •interesti of broad-

casters and broadcast ailtertisefi 

Th• Radio it oade•st•r's Creed 

We Believe' 
That Radio Broadcasting in the United Slates of 

America is • living sjmbol of democracy. a significant 
and necessary inartiment for maintaining freedom of 
expression, as established by the Fitd Amendment to 
the Constitution of the United States. 
The, its contabutions to the sets, to science, to 

education, to commerce, and therefore to the public 
welfare have the potential of Influencing the common 
good achiesernents of our Inn cry as a whole; 
That it is our obligation to % MC the people in such 

manner., to reflect credit upon our Podessinn and  to 
encourage aspiration unsaid a better estate roe our au• 

diences. This entails making evailable to them through 
ill phases of the broadcasting art such progreming as 
will convey the traditional strivings of the U S. towards 

gosts beneficial to the Populace: 
Thai we should make full and ingenious use of the 

many sources of knowledge, talents and skills and ta 

cruise critical and discerning judgment concerning all 
broadcasting operations to the end that we may. in-
telligently and sympathetically: 

Observe both existing principles and developing 

conceptsaffectingourSociety; 
Respect and advance the rights and the dignity of 

all people; 
oon E..nrich the daily life of the people through the fa-
lust reporting and analysis of non, and through pro-
graming of education, entertainment, and informs -

Provide for the fair discussion of matters of public 
concern; engage in works directed toward the common 
good. end volunteer our awl and comfort in times of 
stress and emergency, 

Conaibute to the economic welfare of all by el-
pandits/ the channels of trade. by encouraging the 
development end cons....  of natural resources. 

and by bringing together the buyer and seller throuyh 
the broadcasting of information pertaining its good• 
and itl•ICef 
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Ton ed the es hiciernent of these w on. , vie ether 

to ob ccccc the loilimine 

I. PrOgrann Slandarde 

A.  PI •w• 

Radio s unique in its wow., to watch the largest 

number of work list cols m ods on cutrent then,. 
Ib is competitive advantage bespeaks caution—being 

era 8. no es important es being ecCurare The radio 

:ode standaids wining to the treat ment of news end 
ruble events are. because a constitutional consider, 
cons. intended to be eshortatory The standeids set 

forth hereunder encouiese high standards of profes-
sionalism in bruathed yournalism. They ate not to be 

interpreted as turning thet to others the broadcaster's 
iespontibilily as to judgments ne w ccccc in news and 

public t   Nott.mm8 
I bens Sources  Thou responsible foe non on 

radio should el m . constant professionel ore In the 
',de mon of sources—on the them.. that the to mtit,' 
of the news and the consequent good reputation of 
lath° as a dominant well'helanced news medium dc• 

rend latgely upon the reliability of such sources 
2 News Reporting Now reporting should be fat. 
• r,,, and without has Good lade should prevail itt 
the setection and handling of nein Morbid. sensth 
no w,. or Ostrow, details not essential to factual to-

potting should be evaded News should W broadcast 
in "Jell &manner as to svad creation a panic end un• 
nec ccccc y alarm  Broadcasters should be diligent in 
Weir supervision of content. form.. .id presentation 
of news bcoadcasts. Egad diligence should be wen 
nsed in selection or editors and to potters .he direct 
newt 'lathering and disse mination. since the station', 
offormance in this vital informational held depends 
bigot, upon them. 

Commentaries and Anelyses. Special obligations 
devolve upon those •ho enelyte and/or comment 

upon news developments. and manage ment Should be 
satisfied completely that the task is to be performed in 
the Wu interest 04th, listening public Programs of 

news analysis and commentary should W dearly iden-
tified as such. distinguishing them from straight news 

reporting 
4 Editorialising  Bro adcasts in which stations ea. 

press their own opinions about issues of general public 

interest should be clearly ickmified as editorials. 
Coverage of News and Public Events. In the 

  of nen, end public events broadcasters 
should " deist then pediments consonant with the K. 
tepted standards of ethical journalism and should pro. 
vide accurate. informed and adequate <oversee. 

4 Place ment of Ads<  g. Broedeasters should 
thernse particular discrimination in the wcerthinCe. 
Place ment end presentation of advenisina in necs pro-
grams so that such advertising is clearly distinguish', 

Ste from the wive content. 

B.  Cent.  lal PubliC   

I Radio provides e veluable forum for the w oo. 
son Of responsible views on public issues of a con. 
uthersial nature. Contro wrsial public issues of 'moor. 
lance to fellow coirens should toe fair rePresent.lion 

to oPPiwing sides of issuer 
2 Request. by inch...duals, gro wn or orgenitetions 

for time to discuss their views Co controversial public 
issues should be considered on the basis of Weir in• 

diiidual merits. end in the light of the contributions 
•hidh the use requested would make to the Public in• 
wrest. 

3. Discussion of controversial public t55u05 should 
att bep.es,nted toa manner .hich couldoleate the 
impression that the program Is other than one dealing 

'out!, a public issue. 

C.  Co mmunity fl•sponsIbIllty 

I Broadcasters end Weir staffs occupy a Positron of 
Iesnonsibility in and Characteristics to best serve the 

welfare of its do wns 
2 Re Quests  feu time for the place ment of public see' 

"c4  4"r. ..se men's or prOgrarni should be carefully 
'evened atilt 'meet to the character and renth.tion 
04 the group. campaign Co organttation invoked. the 
Public interest content of the message. and the manner 

° its Mesentwitm 

o  Politic•I groad thasta 

I Pithis,at twowlsests or the diainantainin of pd. , 

d ...um designed  innue m  pro• 

peel, identified ,r so. 
2 Polinial broads ens should ow be ptesented in a 

manner , •ho  anal., mislead listeners to belie w Mai 

Inc, ere a ani intim  hocntet 
liciause of We smi th,a che wier of political 

broads .. and the ne w's., to Mein broad ficedoms 

of polo, void of leitriClive asterference. or, anion, 
tent iacein ell nutmeat candidates and all political par-
ties to observe the canons of good tans end political 

ethos. keeping in mind the inti macy a broadcast nun 
the A me w., hone 

C.  Ad••neernent or [dye alien and Culture 

I Because radio is an integret pert of Americus life. 
there is inherent in radio br oth: dims I coon/tiring op' 
orotund, to eniah the eopertence of living through 

the advancement of education and (Woos 
2 Radio broadcasters, in augmenting the educalion• 

at and cultural influences of the home, scnools. 
religious institutions end institutions of higher educe-

lion and other entities should 
lel tie thorough!, conte mn, with the educational 

and cultural needs and alpilationt 01 the community 

lot served. 
deselop programing consonant with the ste• 

lions particular ccccc t thodience 

F.  Religion and R•liglovia Prise, alto, 

I Religious programing  shall  be  prfisenwd  by 
responsible individuals. gro wn a alann 4tion, 
2 Radio heO•dealling  reaches audiences of ell 

creeds simultaneously Therefore, both she advocates 
of broad or ecumenical religious precept,. end the 
manner conducive to listener enlighten ment on the 

role of religion in society. 

G.  Responsibility Toward Child wn 

Broadcasters have e special responsibility to children 
Progreming which might reasonably be espected to 
hold the attention of children should be presented cith 

due regard for its died on children. 
I. Programing should be based upon sound Went 

concepts and should include positive sets of relues 
which will alto. children to become responsible adulta 

cepaide or coping with the challenges of meturity. 
Programing should convey a wasoneble range of 

!he realities which wist in the •orld to help Children 
male the tranSitiOn to adulthood. 
1. Programing should contribute to the healthy 

development of personality end cheracter. 
4. Protherning should afford Opportunities for 

culturel growth as well as for wholesome entertain-

Mend 
F. Programing should be eOnsietent with integrity of 

teelitlie production, but should avoid material or ea• 
li me nature which might create undesirable emth 

'tonal reaction in children. 
Programing should avoid appeal , urging etildren 

to purchase the product specifically for the Par.,so of 
keeping the progra m on the sir or which. foe my 
reason, encourage children to enter ineethopriste 

placeS. 
7. Programing should present such subjects as 

violence and Hs vithOut undue emphasis and only as 
required by plot development or Character delintetion 

Violence, physical or psychological, should only be 

projected in responsibly handled contests. not used to 
we ds or esploitatively Programs involving vsolence 
should present We consequences of a to in victim{ and 
pc rot ratOre. 

The depiction of conflict, and of material reflective 
of season fOniiderettOreS. when presented in programs 
designed primarily lot children. should be handled 
•ith sensitivity. 
8 The 'manners, of cri minal ectivities should always 

convey shed *octal and hu man effect.. 

H.  Dra matic Flog, amino 

I In the design a the matic progrems 0 n in the in. 

'Crest of radio es a coal mediu m to encourage those 
OW are inno.ative. reflect a high degree of Creati ,e 
skill. de., cob significant moral and social tssaee and 
the wnr challenging concepts and other Wind matter 
that Mate to the world in chid, the listener loves 
2 Ratio rar thernina should not 11•1 4 1( neft the in• 

Iluen , a the cet•bli.hed insiuutions Mot shape our 

.grAzirtk 
BJ 

suit,. 1  KCS  t t t t t t  en ot oa o 

values and culture. but also "pose the dynamics of 
wool change which near upon our lives 

In achieve these goals, radio brown mitts shoukt 
be <convene ,  mih the general and specific needs, in-

terests and aspaations of all the segments of the coo, 
mundies dim serve 
4 0.4,0 should Fence, realtsticallythe tapertence of 

living, in both its pleasant and tragic mo ws, d it is to 
serve the listener honestli  Nevertheless, It holds a 
concurrent obligation to proside protherning whish dill 
encourage posnise athustments to ide 

In selecting progrem subjects and themes. great cart 
must be eseecosed 10 be low that treatment and 
w mation are made in good faith and not foe the put. 

pose of sensationalis m or to shock or "pion the au• 
thence or appeal to prurient interests or morbid 
curiosity 

5 In determining the acceptability of any theme.< 
program. n odal],  those containing ele ments of 

Curet,. enSatere. Of horror. cons...dation should be 
given in the possible effect on en members of the 
listening audience 
Co addition, sithout ...hone integrity of present, 

bon, dramatic proerarns on red.o shall avoid 
lel the cuelentatiOn of techniques of crime in such 

detail silo be instructional or tnvits imitation. 
Ibt presentation 04th. details of violence involving 

We caressive. the VatullOsia find the mstructional, 

Id Sound effects calculated to mislead, sh alt. oe 
unduly Blom the listener. 

(d) porneyals of law enforcement in a mann. 
which dos nos contribute to its proper role in our 
tooth, 

I. General 

I. the intimacy end confidence placed in radio de-
mand of the brow:Raster. the networks and other pro-
gram SO W ", that they be vigilant in pro wling the au• 
thence from decepitve broadcast practices. 

Sound effects. expressions and other techniques 

ehd.ctendic.Ill essociated with news or editorial 
broadcasts (such es  "flesh." "We interrupt 
this program to bring you:' apptosches which parallel 
techniques used by stations In presenting editorial 
comments and reties. del shell be reserved for We an. 
nouncement of news and the presentation of editorial 
comments and redi d. and the use of any deceptive 
techniques in connection with fictional events and 
non weive programing shall not be employed. 
3. The broadcasters shall be constantly elert to pre. 

vent induction of dements within programing dictated 
he factors other than the requirements of the Vol.. -

mg itself. The wceptance of cash payments or other 
considdations in return for including the choice and 

identification of prices, the selection of music and 
Other creative programing element. and inclusion of 
eny identification of commercial products or services, 

trade names or advertising slogans within the Progra m . 
In are prohibited unless consideration for such Inds, 
mon Is revealed to the listeners in accordance with Sec-
tions Ill and 503 of the Communications Act 
4. Social preceutions should be taken to avoid de' 

meaning or ridiculing members of the euthence who 
suffer from ph,sicel or mental afflictions or defor-

mities 
5 The broadcast of ga mbling sequences dee med 

necessary to the development of  PiCa O al  WP,OPride 
background is weeptable onty *hos presented "with dr, 
eretion and in rnOderairon, and in . manner which 
would not tacit, interest in on foster, betting no. be in. 

.. ..one! in nature. 
R. Quit end eirniler programing Wet if resented es a 

contest of knowledge, infor mation. skill at luck. must 

in fed, be a genuine contest end the m ulla mud not 
be controlled by collusion with or toet wencontedents. 
achy Inc other achon which will favor One contests , 

against any other 
7 Contests may nol constitute • lottery 

$ Listener contests should not mislead as to the 
',mum or value of owes. likelihood of winning. not 
encourage thoughtless or unsafe wis 
1 No programing shall be presented in a manner 

which through ertifice or simulation could mislead the 
audienee as many roa m's! fact Each broadcaster must 
escrow reasonable ',Aetn a to determine whether a 
Particular method of present..., would conitituit * 
ntateriot &tenoro. or would be wiepred .1 We 4. 
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NAB Radio Code 

Mena as normal theatres! thusrun 
10 L.r oat, medical and other prifessannal advice artll 

be prommed on') ot tonftonmy •ith I.• and tecog• 

/treed ohms' .ind peofr ainal standards. 
II 10a 040 altletrorr shall no be presented cacao 

es a destworry babe The ate ol  dives 04 the 
abuke of lased.", shall no. be encouraged 0g b. ait• 
aented an detosble or Wyatt, ...Cruel*. 
I? Motelial renaming to foryune.teihng, earful, 

am, oilman's. plitenology.reins•reohng. nurne ,01011. 
nunel-reodrng. charuterrrewfing. ne SuCneria of . lake 
nature re unoreeplable if rt enc., aaaaa people to retold 
such fields at coovichns commonly Krenald emanate 
of bre 

II Represent . .s of luau. and smoking shall be 
de emphatrzed  When reruesented, they should be 
contistent with plot and (hustle' development. 
14. Obscene. tndeCent or profane matter. al 

Prynatbed by Lao. is tinuctrnoble• 
13. Special sentrtioity A necessary in the use of 

material relating to He. rue, color, sae, creed. 
relrgrOul functionartes, or roes, oe nauonal oe ethnic 
denvatron. 
lb. The prcsentotron of marriage. the family and 

similarly emportent human relatiOnshipi, end rooter's' 
trots usual connotstrons. should no be treated ea• 
plototively Of afespernsibly. but milt unsiliviry. 
if. Brookes, of ecl at almtfitil <henry it which to. 

Mersa,. boung a perrnoted by ieo should be dry. 
settled in • manner in keeping with federol, stary and 
local lam. and should concentrate Co the subject as • 
Publ. tPoorn1 ehent. 
II °varied esposrtion of hypnosis or materral 

capabte of haong alt hypnotic effect on irstenen is for. 
bidden 
It Any technique •hereby an attempt is made 10 

convey information to the Mune, by irantmining 
  below the threshold of normal awareness 'S 
not petmetted 
20. The commonly ucepted shinduds of hu mane 

animal treatment should be adhered moat applicable in 
p/ograming 
II Bro.:ta m', an, reaponsible few making good 

fool, deurrnmstrons on the acceptabrloy of lyrics 
under applicable Rodin Code standards 
21 Guesis on druusuon/inieroiew pogroms and 

members of the pubfic who proveraie in phone-in po-
groms shall be treated moth due respect by the program 
holt/hostess 
Interorew/drscustron provains. including telephone 

prirocutron programs, should be govetned by it 
tented standaral of ethical your altun Any ogreerneni 
subsionovtly irmorng areas of drscussion/questons 
should be .. .need at the Oull,e1 of the prover, 
23. The standards of this Code covering programing 

content are alto understood to include, •here ut ac 
pirrable.the standards contamed in the adveriesint 
lion of Me Code 
24 To altar, Mat broadcasters ham the freedom to 

•  fully and aapona,ble, none Of the reconstory 

of this Code should be cOnstrued as preventing or A, 
pedrng broadcasts of the broad ranee of material 
necessary to help brookasters fulfill their obirgatrons 
to operate rn thc public interest 

71.  AdverlISIng SlandardS 

Adoenrsog ii Me principal Spate Of Itutnut .4th. 
free, ecteneartarre American tatero a nd ,. bromirext• 
mg II makes posuble the presentation 0(211 Ameoran 
people of the hncel proverm, of entertainment. educe. 
lion, end rnformatron 
Since the greet strength of American radio Mood. 

catung derive, from the public respect for and the 
Noble appr000l of its progrynry•it mutt be the Pornose 
of each broMcoster to establish and mom.. hIgh 
Standard, of performance, no only en the selection and 
productron of all programs. but also in the resent . . 
Of odvertistng 
This Code establishes bole standard, for all radio 

broadcastrn, The rum mies of meerabarte and Rood 
lefie wit. Mt Pe t am Standards section govern the 
preuntotion of Aloe  t  efryth(4b. In •dd'' 
lion. the Colt ellablishes in Pus section special sion• 
dudi ehell sprit  to radio ocl•e ,,,,, "t 

A  c   Advertising Standards 
I Commercial radro hrnadraitell make their 

'redoes evadable fre the adverttsrng of products and 
Set,n es and adept conmerroal return.. .. Go such 
olve  g limit. , they shall ,' 'coign.. . of 'herr 
reironuhiloy to Me puede. refuse the redoes of thee 
'atoms loan bivouac' •Ivere Mc, have good reason 
to dsiubt the miter., of the ed.-outer, the truth of Me 
odvertiung centrum . .., of the comphance of Me 
advert ., erth the  and nuiorne of all applicable 
legal requatments 
2. In tonsisication of Ihe rullarne and Aloud. of 

Me communities served. each 'ado Macke .' should 
refuse nry/her Grolotes to the advettrument of pro. 
ducts and services. or the us< of adryitisrng urrpry. 
•hoch the elation has good Masao 10 belaut would be 
obrect,ortotee to a substantial and rtspons ,bit Segment 
of the commundy. 1 halt 11:nderds should be applied 
trots Warn ., and firartutriy, 'biro' into consAteration 
rhe charuternies of the merhurn. try home and family 
audience. and Mg forms' and content of Me particular 
presentoton 

S.  1•11 . el Advertising 

I. The edoenong techniques of the broulcoll art 
ham shown that the quality and proper inteirotion of 
Mvetutrng Can ere NA as initiortsnt as measurement 
in time The meosure of a station's serve. lo iisau. 
Me at ts del/rosined by ry overall performoncc 
2. The Anal meosurernen1 of any commercial broad. 

reel serritt a gaiety To this, every broadcaster shall 
dedicate hit/bet best effort. 
3. Great are shall be eterened by Me Wade. .n to 

prevent the presenlatron of false, nusleadory ce deceit. 
ion adverusing Whrle  vs entirely appropriate 10 pre• 
unt a product in 4 favorable fight and simosphere, the 
pry sentatton must no. by copy or dernonstrauon, In-
volve a 'o wner deception esin the eh/travertine, Or 
performance of a product.  • 
4. The broedatio and Am advertiser should eaer. 

ose special au, on with the content and presenrytron 
of commercials placed More au programs deorined for 
ehrldren. Taproom'oct of children should be evaded. 
Commeroals doecied to children should M no way 
misle ad ea 10 the product's Petrotmenee end useful-
ness. Appeals Involving matters of halth which 
should be delermined by ohm..n, should be evaded. 
S. Reference to the results of '<worth. surveys or 

te m relating to the product 10 be edverIrsed shall not 
be patented in manner mos to create an impress, . 
of fart beyond Ma' estabirshed by the Itudy Surveys, 
tests or other restarch results upon uhaCh Claim, ere 
based must be conducted under recognized resarch 
Inc hroques and standards 

C.  Acc•pt•blfily of Ad artla•rs and Products 

generyl, baeouse radio brookosting Is designed 
Too the home and the enure family. the follomng prin. 
vales whIll {Out'n the busi   classrlIcotionsi 
I. The elverlising of hard liquor shell no be 

on pied 
3. The advertising of beer end wines Is ateelUehle 

when presented in the best of good taste and drure• 
iron. 
3. The edcnom,in  of ferlune•letting, 

',Urology. phrenology, palm•readrng, numerology. 
mind-mating. chstutecnachng. na subsetls of e like 
nature n not inequable 
4. because the iidvenising of all products and see. 

Mao of a personal nature rams. special Mohler'', Such 
eduerlismg. when ucerred. should be treated wth 
emphasis on ethics and the canons of good lo w, and 
presented in a testrorned and inortenliwe manner. 
5. The •drynrsing of up 'Attu and other publica-

tions seeking to advertise for the purpose of giving 
odds or promoting betting A unacceptable. 
The lawful advertrsing of government organilatiO411 

which conduct kgahredlollefreit and Ike advenising of 
emote or governmental or  ',Arch conduct 
legalized betting on sporting eontesry are accemoble 
provided such adveriihng does not unduly exhort the 
public to bet. 

An odveniser who markets more than one Pr0. 
dun shall not be permAted to use advertising copy 
devoted to an acceptable Product kit pulporns of 
publicizing the brand name or other identification of. 
product which is nod acceptable 
7 Care should he taken lo smid presentatron of 

'bart•switch - advertosrng wherehy grads or sconces 
which the /doo m.' has no intentron ot whore are 
°fitted merely to lure the customer into purrhavng 
higher Toned stitntotnes 

Adveritsrng should offer a tool.cl on serace on 
its posorve moot and Inflame from drsoredrung, dry. 

pares,' is unfarrly attacking compentore competine 
prrvhscl,. oho undusires. Poreormry Co muoutrono 
Any u.tentohcalmak on fromoa,,son of a remanent', 

peOtluolna ser•Ke, by name, . oho means. should be 
confined to suctftc fnls rather than genetal,zed state-
ments or conclusrons. unites sot h statements of erm• 
elusion, are not dootatmy m netxtee 

Aulartaang testimonials should be genuine, and 
rellec. on /merit appraisal of personal expetence 
10 Adhertittn, by muilutrons or truer posts offer. 

ins merIt uclOon •1111 eaggerated el. .* for ponce. 
tunrues "mann' those who test ., A unureptable. 
II The ad, ttttt ne 0; taearmslammuniaon n ae• 

notable provaSed A arorneres Me produce only ma 
sporung equtprnent and conforms to tecosnited slan• 
dards of safety as well as oil oppl.obk Lon and repute. 
llons • Adverusemtnts of firearrns/ammunitron by 
mail orders en unarrepeshke, 

0.  Adv•ryislog ol IA•dlc•I Product. 

&rouse advertising for ener.theeounier products 
involong health contiderations are of intimate end far. 
teaching importance to the consumer, the followin" 

po mmies should tiP041 to such adiettittnr 
I. When dromairted advertising inverts! Involves 

Itatanents by doctors, donrmtt,. names or other proles. 
atonal peopk, the raterial should be preunled by 
mernbert of such professron Malang actual a operunce, 
Or it 'host/4 be made apparent from Me presentation it. 
tell MA lb ponroyel IS drornalized. 
2. Beta .< 01 the personal attar, of the advertising 

of medical products. the indrscriminete use of such 
worth as ''safe," "nth .' risk," -harmless." on other 
term, of similar meaning, other drrect or Implied. 
should not be caressed in the adventsing of medrcal 
PO oducts. 
3. Advertising 'nutriat which offensively describes 

or dramatice, drstress or morbid situations Involving 
arlments is not acceptable. 

I.  Tim• Sandarde /or Ad artloing Copy 

I. As. general rule, up to It minutes of advertising 
time within any clock hour one ecceptable. 
for good cause and when In the Public mterat. broad. 
casters may depart from this standard in order to fulfill 
their osponsrtulioa to the communities they serve. 
2. Any reference to another's producry on white, 

under ony trode mune. or !eng age sulhoently deur,-
live to identify It, shall. coact for normal guest Wen. 
trficairon, be considered as edvertisros copy. 

P. Contests 

I. Contests shall be condueled with (Arnettg to all 
gotten's, and shall comply loth all peninent lain and 
regulations. 
2. All contest detaile. Including ai m elogibility to. 

quiremenry.openIng and tomonation dates, should be 
elarly and completely announced on easriy ucessrble 
to the !naming public, and Me winners' names should 
be released es soon as postible alto the close of the 

3. When advertising it stapled which requests con• 
lest .r, to submit items of product identrficauoo or 
other ardence a ppe ase accost ...reasonable fac-
similes thereof should be read, acceptable. However, 
when the card ii booed upon skill and not tryon 
&once. evoSence of puichast may be 'emoted. 
4. All copy Fe minine to any contest (except 'hot 

which I, required by lorry associated with the exploita-
tion on sole of the Sponsor's product or Wyk!, and all 
references lo prizes or gine offered in larch connection 
should be considered apart of and included in the total 
time irmitatione heretofore ro.iacia (Sea T... Sian' 
dards foe Advertrung Copy I 

C.  Pamlum• and Orletr• 

I. The broadcaster should require MN full details of 
proposed &Tot be submitted for Matsu's"oo and op-
timal before the firs, announcement of the offer is 
made to Me 
2. A linal date for 'he terrninatton of an offer shouW 

be ann ounced,, far in M ance as possible. 
3. If a antiderotton is requored, the advertiser 

should ova to honor rarmisonts ,ndrating dryofisfu• 
lion eith Ibe Memo," b7 
4. There should be no mrsleadrng (Iacono ., co 

companions of.nypnnmmumencsilte ahmcb .illdit-
ton or enlarge there aloe tn the mind, of the losteneri 
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-rIEpNI  EF' I F I m 

By ROB CHAPMAN 

(PART 21 

During  the  spring  of  1986,  having  been  part  of  the  EEC  Radio 

Northampton  youth  team  for  about  nine  months,  I learned  one  or  two  very 
important things about local radio. No matter how talentless you are if you hang 

around  long enough willing  to be a general  dogsbody or  man Fri400, you will 
occasionally  get  to  read  the  football  results.  Unfortunately  we  started  to 
attract one or two of these to the team - they were completely clueless about 
the programmes aims but merely by hanging around they became part of the set up, 
And because of their 'seniority' they could queue Jump the rest of us and book 

studio time for themselves. This became a particular bone of contention to those 
of us who had been walking in and out of the station for the best part of a year 

but still  couldn't be  trusted  in a studio on our own.  We got sick  of  their 
insensitive new  recruits  with  their  Club  16-30 T-shirts and Steve Wright DJ 
manuals. Our attempts at a music policy went right out of the window. "We don't 
want weido music" said the Club 16-30 crowd, Weirdo music, we discovered, meant 
Bauhaus and Prince!  God knows what  they  thought  of  Jesus  and Mary Chain,  I 
became more and more frustrated with the new direction as did several of the new 
recruits who never came back after seeing what a shambles it all was, My lasting 
memory from this time was the occasion when chief Club 18-30 wally outlined his 
ideal  for  a feature on  the Roy Scouts!  One of  the short-lived new  recruits 

turned to me and said "I  thought this was meant to be different to the rest", 

Quite!! 
For  the best part  of  a year  I had been volunteering  to put  a new 

jingles package together.  Several of us were  in total agreement that the EEC 
local  radio  jingles  were a bit  naff  and  totally unsuited  to our  programme. 

Despite its many shortcomings the E6C record library does contain a vast amount 
of non-PRS background music  i,e, stuff you don't pay royalties on. A lot of  it 
was perfect for promo material,  cart beds, etc. Unfortunately getting into the 

record library was like getting into Fort Knox and we were constantlfP frustrated 
in our attenpts. In the meantime, the Club 18-30 crew were busy putting together 
their 'own jingles - which were virtually indistinguishable from the old ones. 
Around  this  time  a few  of  us  were  told  to  go  away  and  put  another  pilot 

programme - something to keep us busy while the new recruits were getting their 
guided tours, Now I'm probably rather old fashioned, but when somebody gives me 
a deadline and tells me to prepare my material  I tend to go off and do exactly 

that.  In this case I prepared a review of the pop press (something I was going 
to make a regular feature when we got on the air - as long as it didn't upset 
anybody, of course). And so it was on a rainy Wednesday evening that I dutifully 

turned up at the station only to find a 'Meeting Cancelled' notice on the door. 
By this time I'd moved out to the sticks and had to make a round journey of SO 

miles  to  the  radio  station  and  back.  I'd  been  out  and bought  all  the  pop 
periodicals and done my feature. No one had bothered to phone me to let me know 
the meeting was off.  It wasn't the first time something like this had happened 

but it was certainly the last as far as I was concerned. I'd had enough. 
In  the  following  months  I bumped  into  one  or  two  of  my  former 

colleagues  and  heard  snippits  of  what  was  going  on.  Things  seemed  to  be 
stumbling on pretty much as before. And so we come to the programme itself. And 
basically its as if the past 18 months never happened, It's cosy, it's dull, and 
worst of all  it's entirely predictable. By any radio standards  'The Team'  is a 
poor show,  by youth access standards it's par for  the course.  But considering 
the 18 months and endless dry-runs that have gone into it it's bloody dreadful. 
The overall effect it very Clue Peter-ish - as you might expect. All very safe 
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and chummy  in its attempts to be youthful and vibrant.  In fact at times  'The 

Team' sounds like a perfect parody of all youth programmes, A bit like that one 
they showed on the very first 'Young Ones' episode, ("Right, I'm up here on the 

balcony.  'Cos  that's  what  this  show  is  all  about.  Shock  Yeah!")  or  more 

precisely  like Radio Four's brilliant  'Radio Active'  - but doesn't all  local 
radio sound like 'Radlo Activf e? 

It doesn't give me any pleasure to report all of this. There are two or 
three talented members of 'The Team' who it was a pleasure to work with for the 
best part of a year, but any vitality they may have has been totally sucked out 

of  them by the all  constricting image of  local radio. Cliches abound as they 

grope for a style and end up sounding exactly like everyone else.  "After the 
next record I'll  tell you exactly what's coming up in this weeks programme..." 

says  the presenter.  And  that's "exactly" what she does,  leaving no room for 

surprises.  "Don't  forget"  is  another  common one.  "Don't  forget  to write..." 
"Don't  forget  the address  " "Don't  forget we are here every week.,."  In 

other words,  "Don't forget what I am saying to you - you clueless five-year-
olds". "As always" is another favourite. "The address, as always..." "The phone 

lines  are  open., as  always  '1 This  may  seem  like  nit-picking  but  the 
accumalative effect of putting the mouth into cliche overdrive while the brain 

is  asleep  makes  the  whole  programme  sound utterly  predictable.  Records  are 
'front and back announced'  (something we were told to avoid by about our third 
training session.) Format and features are rigid, Everything is heavly scripted. 
At one point  during a typical cock-up the presenter says "We move on - if I can 
find where I am in my script „." You actually hear her shuffling her papers! And 
of course the Club 16-30 crowd have got their way, The jingles are worse than I 
ever feared they would be. One of the team even apologised for them on the air! 
The worst of  a bad bunch has to be the jingle based on that godawful Agadoo 
recrd about shaking pineapples out of the trees. What next chaps? Anita Dobson? 

Des O'Connor? Apart from all  the above  its all  the same tired combination of 
worthy  items,  whacky  items and why not send your  requests  in on bog roll or 

paper knickers type stuff.  Oh,  and 18-months after someone first suggested it 
they still haven't got any team publicity photos yet, 

So another youth programme goes unboldly where so many others have gone 
unboldly before  it,  The final  frontier of youth programming is full of  stale 
cliches and tired old mannerisms scattered like cowpats in a field, And the team 

have trodden in every one of them, At my most cynical I'm begining to think that 
'The Tube' have just about got it right, Announcers should be under 13 or over 
30. Because as soon as anyone else walks through the door they leave all their 
originality outside in the car park and turn into exactly what they think The 
Corporation  wants  them  to  be.  All  of  which  is  sad  because  one  day  some 
enterprising  talented teenager will walk  into his  local  radio station with a 
great idea for a youth programme. And the Station Manager will say "Oh Yeah, we 
had one once,  it wasn't very good..." 

EDITORS COMMENT: 

Rob Chapman's article on the making of a programme aimed at the youth audience goes a 
long way, in my opinion, to reinforce my personal view that the real needs of the younger audience 

is not being met by the vast majority of the radio industry at the moment, 
Of course, I shall be reminded that ILR is contracted to be a service for the whole 

'community' and it cannot be expected to cater for the younger audience beyond perhaps a token 
gesture or two each week. EEC Local Radio, I will be reminded, does not really see the youth as its 

main audience. 
Even Radio One, with its forvt, slips in oldies from 20 years or more ago. The teenage 

audience regard 'oldies' as hits of six ..menths ago - and want to hear the stars of tomorrow on the 
air today. 

Ve really need at least some stations on the air to cater for the vast young audience 

who are almost totally ignored. 
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20  Guildford-based County Sound quit sales house IRS and moved its repping 
to which op in 1986? 

21  What station made what was billed as  the first  legal  community radio 
broadcast in the United Kingdom'? 

22  Name the Canadian who returned to head EMS - the sales house - in the 

last year? 

23  Gerry Taylor quit his post of  Chief  Executive of  what organisation  in 

'86? 

24 „,, ,Which famous Toronto commercial radio station had its tower toppled this 

year? 

25  What station introduced 'Overdrive'  in 1986? 

26  This year saw the launch of the EEC's newest local station - can you name 

It? 

27  Can  you  remember  which  top San  Francisco  station  dropped  its  Top-40 

format in 1986? 

28  Can you name the two Radio One DJs who went to and broadcast from Japan 

in this year? 

29  Why did Surrey-based electronics company boss Trevor Brook make the news 

in '86? 

30  Name the DJ who quit ILR to return to Radio One - and who will host a new 

Saturday afternoon/evening shift on that station? 

31  Chiltern Radio took over the Northampton ILR contract from Hereward this 

year - what identification does the new service have? 

32  Can you name the Radio 2 presenter who quit to join Radio 210 in '86? 

33  What station has Radio Forth taken over? 

34  18 Community Radio applicants who applied for permits have submitted a 

claim for compensation amounting to £287,000 to the Home Office, True or False? 

Well,  there you have  some 34 questions  taken  from hundreds of  news 

stories we have carried  in the newsletter since April,  Let's we how you do , 
Perhaps you might like to let us know?! 

ey the way, should you feel you could do with obtaining the full story, 
you can do so by sending for any back  issue you require,  The cost is £1  per 

copy, 

Please send your orders to: 

NOW RADIO 
FREEPOST 
KETTERING 
NN16 OCR 
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(Ira pile 10) 

The Department of Trade and Industry has asked that all special event 
radio applicants should be made fully aware of  the provisions of section 3 of 

the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974;  that section states that "it shall be 
the duty of  every employer  to conduct his undertakings  in such a way as  to 

ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that persons not in his employment 

who  may  be  affected  thereby  are  not  exposed  to  risks  to  their  health and 
safety".  It  is considered that, where necessary, surveys should be carried out 
to  determine  the  possibility  of  radio  frequency  ignition  hazards  from  the 
transmitters. 

The Home Office asks Special Event radio licence applicants to provide 

three copies of their application and that it should reach them by January 31, 
detailing the name, address and telephone number of the applicant, The status of 
the  licensee should also be defined.  The Home Office also needs  to know the 

nature of  the event,  type of programming to be provided, dates of event(s) and 
proposed hours of  broadcasting,  Details of  transmission equipment,  a coverage 
map and proposed call-sign should also be provided in the document. 

N O W  C O M M U N I CCA T I O Nr=3.  T O  0 F-P--1- F: 
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NOW RADIO COMMUNICATIONS  is able  to provide a range of  services  to 

prospective Special Event broadcasters - from application preparation,  through 
the  technical  areas  to and  including  the  full  provision of  programming  and 
advertising  sales  services,  Equipment  can also be provided and  installed by 
engineers contracted through our operation, 

We  can  also  assist  in obtaining  station  identification  Jingles  and 
professional standard quality commercials and promotion spots. 

If you are interested in operating a Special Event station, subject to 
the  conditions  outlined by  the  Home  Office  and  featured  in  the  above  news 

report, you should make contact with us as soon as possible as the deadline for 
all applications is only a few weeks away, 

P IZ O G_Ti! A M MI-N G 

Ever wondered why a hole always appears right beneath your feet in the 
studio?!  The constant movement of that darn studio chair causes it,  of course! 

One simple idea is to lay a wide sheet of sheet metal below the area, cover it 
with the carpet again and see for yourself how much longer it takes for any sign 
of a hole to appear! 

P IZ O G.12..A M M I N G  # 

How  do  you  denote  on  the  advertising  log  that  you've  played  a 

commercial? Believe this or not, I know jocks who simply put a tick alongside an 
entire commercial break and that Is meant to do the job!  Not so!  If I were a 
client,  paying for airtine and I discovered this,  I would be demanding concrete 
proof that my spots had reelly been aired.  It takes a few seconds only, but sign 
and time every commercial break.  If you miss a spot,  make a note alongside it, 
so that your traffic and sales operation know.  Also make a point of verbally 
Informing them of the problem. 
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1986 closes with the future of sound broadcasting in the United Kingdom 
very much in the balance and with many questions unanswered. We are all anxious 

to  discover  what  the  forthcoming  Green  Paper  will  have  to  say,  who  has 
contributed what and how much  the Government  really will  be  leaving open  to 
discussion,  In many ways one hopes that the Green Paper will not be so much a 
Discussion Paper, but a forumla of proposed Governmental policy for the future 
of this long ignored industry. 

Most people involved in the move for some kind of less-regulated sound 
broadcasting  seem  glad  that  the  Government  called  a halt  to  the  two-year 

experiment  in Community Radio,  Of  course,  there were angry folk  in all  areas 
when  the  Home  Secretary  first  stated  the  experiment  was  not  to  go  ahead , 

especially because some thought the reason was pressure from the lobby for the 
status quo of commercial radio as it now is, despite all of its problems caused 

by over-regulation and high costs of operation. 
It  now  transpires  that  the halt was brought  about  for a number  of 

reasons, First of all a few unscrupulous groups had applied for several licences 
under different names and even for different areas,  Why anybody applying felt 
that they should deceive the Home Office - and perhaps more important - why they 
should carry out what is no more than a crime - to obtain licences which should 
be available  to  reasonable,  honest  and decent  citizens  is  really beyond me , 
There were several applications from a number of groups and individuals - some 
ethnic  groups,  some  individuals  with a healthy  desire  to  see  radio  station 
ownership in their hands, and perhaps worst of all, downright outright political 
organisations who were not at all  interested in any community radio experiment 
or doing any more than furthering their own causes,  In this country,  that just 
is not the way, 

The  Community  Radio  Association,  with  its  own  particular  brand  of 
views,  suffered a good deal  after  the cancellation of  the experiment,  It made 
noises in some of  the right places and perhaps roughly at the right time, but 
its credibility was heavily  lessened after  the discovery of some of  the false 
and misleading applications  that  had  come  from organisations  claiming  to be 
'democratic,  non-profit making.  etc .  Groups and individuals,  some members of 
the Community Radio Association,  some not, soon realised that it was the CRA's 
political  bias  that  helped  the  Government  reach  its  decision  to  delay  any 
development in really local radio, They might have had a couple oT people on the 
panel who were chosing the potential operators, but that too must have added to 
the Government's reasons to halt any move, Those non-CPA members who had applied 
were wary of  their presence on the panel - especailly when certain CRA-member 
groups were claiming that they knew they were going to be given licences long 
before  the  final  closing  deadline  for  submissions  to  the  Minister.  CRA 
representation was also reason for concern with applicants who had been involved 

in such projects as Radio Sovereign (Richmond Radiocasters),  Radio Jackie and 
Manchester's KFM - who  felt much disapproval  of  their particular enterprises 
(they were popular with a mass audience and showed that local  radio could be 
profitable!). 

Cancellation of the experiment also hit this publication, NOW RADIO, as 
a good deal of our content was originally to be aimed at those starting up new 
stations and who might be looking for regular help,  advice and information on 
areas such as programming,  sales,  production,  technical matters,  legal  issues, 

etc, etc. 
Soon  after  the  Home  Secretary's  written  statement  to  the  House  of 

Commons, one applicant, David Wilson, decided to form an organisation known as 
the  Association of  Small  Independent Radio  Stations,  SIRS,  Claiming  to have 
fifty members before anyone we had spoken  to had joined SIRS said  it wanted 

Community  Radio/Small  Business  Radio  to  be  run  under  the  Independent 
Broadcasting Authority,  It also came up with a list of 200 places where it said 
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such stations should be licence& Checking the list,  it appears it must have 
been compiled using the index finger of the right hand running around a motoring 
map of the United Kingdom! This same organsation claimed to have had a serious 
meeting with the IBA - though little serious has yet to emerge from it - unless 
one calls a small plastic card from Radio Reflex (a disco pirate station) and a 

duplicated sheet of twelve points they say should be the guidelines for small 
business stations count as such. They certainly do not return telephone calls 
when called. Indeed it appears that Mr, Wilson is always "At Work" when we have 
called! 

Representing the interests of broadcasters, whatever one might like to 
describe them as, is a Job that must and can only be handled by people who truly 
are serious about sound broadcasting, have a thorough knowledge of the industry, 
past, present and future, and who understand the legislation and ways in which 
our particular 'system' works. None of these qualities seem evident with SIRS. 

They  are,  however,  a few  of  the  qualities of  The Association  for 
Broadcasting Development  (A M),  which was  formulated  following a meeting of 
Community Radio applicants  in July which was held  in London,  The AED  is a 

serious affair and the organisation which does meet the requirements of both the 
non-profit, committee controled CRA type of organisation and the small business 
stations like Sovereign and Jackie, To join the ADD one does not have to sign a 
statement agreeing to follow their code,, ,or else! 

The term Community Radio must go in 1987, For some groups, who really 
do want to operate Community Radio,  it will be permissable for them to describe 
their stations as Community stations - but for many,  like the Sovereign and 
Jackie's of this world,  it is a*description which conveys the wrong impression. 

For example,  Sovereign/Richmond Radiocasters would have a General Manager who 
would run the station. He would not be answerable to any committee, Nor would 

the station seek  to allow an endless stream of access programmes  in to its 
studios  for  the  airing  of  output  which would  not  win a large and popular 

audience,  It would give airtime  to local  groups  for  the broadcast of  their 
'commercials/psa's' but not allow specialist programming, The station would aim 
to sound the same at seven in the morning as at seven at night. Considerable 

sums of money would be invested in on-air talent, news and public affairs and 
vast sums would be given away to local charity and other worthwhile groups in 
the community, But it would be'a commercial venture, Only by being just that 
could it aim to do so much in terms of providing a professional, exciting and 

worthwhile addition to the broadcast spectrum. At the end of the day, whether it 
is Sovereign, Jackie or KFM, or some other similar operation, the listener will 
be the one to decide when and if to listen. 

It  is  important  to  get  across  the  message,  and  with  it  the  real 
understanding  that  future  developments  of  local  radio  must  allow  for  each 
station  to  decide  its  own  basic  programming  policy,  It  must  not  be  a 
broadcasting authority issuing memo after memo of what it wants to hear - but 
whatever the broadcasters feel is right for their particular area and station, 

Radio is a creative medium, except when kept back by faceless servants locked 
away in such places as Brompton Towers! 

I am not promoting radio anarchy - but the begining of real development 
of  creative  broadcasting  by  people  who  care  about  radio.  We  must  allow 
experimentation, even failure, as well as tried and trusted 'play-safe' radio to 
exist side-by-side, If we don't we might as well return to the minimum number of 
radio channels possible and forget all about a future for radio in this country. 
It is so wrong for any politician or senior figure in such as the IBA to decide 

the fate of so many jobs and opportunities. There is a lot of talent waiting to 
move  ahead  on  what  hopefully  will  be  an  exciting  future  for  British 
broadcasting. Let them go, 

Those who whimper every time development of radio is mentioned, people 
like Brian West  (always  talking of  his members)  of  the AIRC,  and Managing 
Directors  of  ILR  stations  who  can't  face  the  thought  of  listeners  and 
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broadcasters having a choice,  should perhaps get out  and  look  for  a Job  in 
another  industry where there is no competition,  no creativity, no development, 

no choice. How can such people, running commercial stations, be taken seriously? 
Are these people also going to call for a ban on all High Street shops but one 
in each town? Are they going to campaign for only one national newspaper? No! 

And ,the  truth  is,  I can  recall,  very clearly,  the  day when Brian West,  as 

Director of  the Association of  Independent Radio Contractors paid a day  long 
visit  to  the  studios  and  transmission  facilities  of  Radio  Sovereign,  at  3, 

Sherland Road, Twickenham, I recall how he spoke to myself and John Kenning and 
out staff of how he thought that 'his' stations should be allowed to be like we 
were,  That  is,  free  to select a format,  and following  the  laws of  the  land, 

broadcast  in  a  free  and  competative  market,  He  was  impressed  by  the 
professionalism running all the way through the operation, It was a showcase for 
radio of tomorrow, Has he forgotten that? 

Have the IBA employees who met with us forgotten the things they said 

to us at Radio Sovereign (off the record, of course!) „, 
No,  those  who  complain  of  competition  - especially  when  we  are 

promoting  it on an equal  footing,  should not be  involved in radio,  Goodness! 
Even Lord Reith allowed choice between channels!!! 

h'01,44' 6 L SOSI 
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RADIO WYVERN,  the  ILR station covering Hereford & Worcester,  have a 
vacancy  for a SALES MANAGER,  They are  looking for someone with media-selling 

experience and who is capable of being a dynamic leader of a small, enthusiastic 
team of  sales men and women,  They are not  looking for a Desk Executive,  but 

someone who will actually go out and generate plenty of revenue for the station, 
RADIO WYVERN is also looking for a replacement for one of their JOCKS, 

Neil Fox, who has secured a post with Radio Luxembourg, They are looking for a 
hard working presenter willing to do six shifts per week, This position is more 

suitable  to  those  with  previous  commercial  or  public  service  broadcast 
experience. The person you will be replacing is really dynamic and extrovert and 
a real  audience winner,  Applications  for  both  the above positions should be 
addressed  to  Norman  Bilton,  Managing  Director,  Radio  Wyvern,  5/6  Barbourne 
Terrace, Worcester, WR1 3JM   

HCJB has an immediate vacancy for a NEWS PERSON for a nine month stint, 
HCJB stress that they are looking for somebody with previous radio experience 
and who is a Christian.  You will also need to find either a sponsor to cover 
your  expenses,  or  cover  your  own - as  all  staff  at  this  Ch Ostian station 
already do this. You should write to the Head of Personnel, HCJB World Radio at 
their address in the United States of America, Say you heard about the vacancy 
in our pages' 

WCHS,  Wakefield's Broadcast to Hospitals Service are looking for some 
new presenters,- They currently have around 20.  They are hoping to make theirs 
the best such station  in the country,  and recently have started broadcasting 
from  a new  studio  complex,  If  you  are  around  the  Wakefield  area  of  West 
Yorkshire,  you should contact Dave Parker, 28,  Briar Groves Sandal,  Wakefield, 

West Yorkshire, WF1 5LT   
Placememt  of  vacancies  and  positions  wanted  are  published  free  of 

charge  in  this  section.  Details  in writing,  please.  The  address:  NOW RADIO 

NEWSLETTER, PO BOX 45, KETTERING, NN16 ONW   

/ 
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The  Independent  Broadcasting  Authority  appears  to  admit  that  a 
community of only 10,000 can actually support its own commercial radio service - 

in the United States - but that this side of the Atlantic - and in particular in 
the Victorian Market Town of Tavistock on the very edge of Dartmoor the chances 
don6t look so clear, 

However  Tavistock  has  had  its  own  radio  service  broadcasting  some 

thirty hours of programming since October 19 S - and so far the lesson learned 
is that it is successful, 

Radio in Tavistock  is actually an outstation of the highly successful 
ILR station Plymouth Sound,  It broadcasts on FM only on 96,E and yet audience 
research shows it has a weekly reach of an average 30% of that areas population. 

There are four staffers working on Radio in Tavistock;  an am,  drive 
presenter,  a newsman,  a saleswoman and a station assistant,  To their credit, 

they're  really  well  known  around  the  area  - both  to  listeners  and  local 
businesses, 

Businesses  in  Tavistock  have  not  been  slow  to  take up  time on  the 
service,  At £4 per 30-second slot  it  is well  within  the budget of  even the 
smallest  firm,  New  business  has  been  brought  in,  as  well  as  many existing 
Plymouth Sound advertisers, buying additional airtime on the Tavistock service 
at the low rate. 

Of course, the popularity of Plymouth Sound has gone a long way to add 
to the areas confidence in the service - but Radio in Tavistock has not-just 
stood by and lived off the Rig Brother's reputation, Highly visual promotional 
events are a regular item on the agenda for the tiny station, Dickensian late-

night  shopping  and  a Keep  Tavistock  Tidy  campaign  are  just  two  from  many 
examples  of  ways  in which  the station attempts  to keep  'up-front'  with  the 
community it aims to serve. 

Radio in Tavistock offers its audience a daily am, drive show running 
from 0700 - 1000 on weekdays as well  as a Saturday and Sunday morning show 

running from 0300 - 1200, The format is very much as one would expect from such 
a station with a mix of Easy Listening music and news (local and IRN-fed) - but 
for the station serving such a definate market - it works well. 

Financially,  according  to Rob Hussell,  Managing Director  of  Plymuth 
Sound,  Radio in Tavistock  is  'containing costs' but he wants to see more time 
for his experiment to see whether it might be extended, or perhaps even dropped, 

Looking,  as one must,  at the confident promotion that the IBA seeks, 

and Plymouth Sound gets,  for Radio in Tavistock,  it's clearly a question for 
most thinking people to ask  "Why only three hours a day?" and certainly "Uhy 
does it have to be run by Plymouth Sound?" 

Under a new regime,  and doing away with the cautious approach of  the 
Independent Broadcasting Authority, and many of the timid ILR contractors and an 
influx of new, adventure-seeking broadcasting companies, one knows only too well 

that Radio in Tavistock could broadcast around the clock with no need to rely on 
another station to sustain it, 

The future scope of broadcasting in Tavistock need not be so reliant 

upon a Plymouth-based station which,. due to the terms of  its contact with the 
IBA, has to be 'all things to all people', but one can imagine a good healthy 

number of varying formats - and still room for Plymouth Sound to offer their own 
version of what the feel the community like best, 

Radio  in  Tavistock  has  been  an  interesting  experiment  in  sound 
broadcasting. Certainly an interesting experiment for the IRA, They surely must 
realise that  in a freer market situation,  with less un-needed regulation and 

expense,  there  could be scores of  Radio  in Tavistock  stations all  over  the 
country,  Not owned or supported by Big Brother's - but  truly independent and 
creative, And financially workable! 
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24 SUPER COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE MV COMMUNICATOR (HOME OF LASER HOT HITS) 
TAKEN SHORTLY BEFORE THE SHIP LEFT HARWICH FOR THE NORTH SEA...SHOW1NG SCENES OF 

SHIP, STUDIOS, AERIAL, TRANSMITTERS, ETC, AVAILABLE IN TWO SETS. 12 PHOTOGRAPHS 
IN EACH SET,  (PER SF  OF 12) £5,76p 

LASER HOT HITS JIGSAW PUZZLE. 80 PIECES. A SUPER GIFT IDEA FOR ANY LASER FAN! 

£7.99 

LASER HOT HITS COASTERS. SET OF SIX COASTERS FOR YOUR DRINKS! 

£7.99 

LASER HOT HITS PLACE MATS. SET OF TWO FABULOUS LASER PLACE MATS. BRING MEAL TIME 
ALIVE!  £7.99 

CAROLINE JIGSAW PUZZLE. 80 PIECES. NOW AVAILABLE AT REDUCED PR A! 

£7.99 

CAROLINE COASTERS. SIX CAROLINE COASTERS FOR DRINKS.  £7.99 

CAROLINE PLACE MATS. SET OF TWO FABULOUS PLACE MATS,  £7.99 

THE PIRATES WHO WAIVE THE RULES by JAY JACKSON, ONLY A VERY FEW LEFT.  £4,99 

AM/FM TRIVIA m. THE GAME FOR '87! OVER 2,000 QUESTIONS COVERING THIRTY YEARS OF 
POPULAR MUSIC. COMPATABLE WITH ALL TRIVIA GAME BOARDS, 

£9,95 

SUBSCRIPTION. 26 ISSUES OF NOW RADIO NEWSLETTER, ONE EVERY FORTNIGHT FOR A WHOLE 
YEAR,  £24.00 

SUBSCRIPTION.  13 ISSUES OF NOW RADIO NEWSLETTER.  ONE EVERY FORTNIGHT FOR SIX 
MONTHS.  £12.00 

BACK ISSUES, MISSED AN ISSUE OF NOW RADIO NEWSLETTER? ISSUES 1 - 16 AVAILABLE ON 
REQUEST. EACH:  £1.00 

# Caroline Products show scene of  ship taken from 300 feet up the stations 
aerial tower! 

Prices Include P&P, 

ORDER FROM: 

NOW RADIO 

FREEPOST (no stamp required) 

KETTERING 

NN16 OBR 
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PREDICTIONS FOR  1987 

JANUARY:  RADIO FORTH move n following its successful takeover of RADIO TAY 
to put in an offer for NORTH 601/ND RADIO ((Aberdeen)  ROY BATii of SEALANO 
announces that RADIO SEALAND will, after all, provide one station following the 
same overall sound as ILR, claiming in a news release "If there are over forty 
stations  with  this  'format'  it  must  be  successful'  The  INDEPENDENT 
BROADCASTING  AUTHORITY  give  approval,  in  principal,  to  further  Australian 
interests in ILR   

FEBRUARY:  MARCHER SOUND puts in a takeover bid for financially-troubled RADIO 

CITY in Liverpool  CHILTERN RADIO having secret talks with ESSEX RADIO over a 
possible  takeover  CAROLINE  558  introduce  a  new  format  on  the 
14th  CAROLINE 558 drop new format on 15th  Government publish GREEN PAPER 
on the future of United Kingdom radio   

MARCH:  LASER HOT HITS first with latest SAMANTHA FOX single, SAMANTHA 
aboard the m.v. COMMUNICATOR to plug her latest becomes stuck in studio door and 
lifeboat  is called to  'their'  aid!  12 lifeboats, 4 Royal Navy vessels and 2 
trinity House helicopters go to the rescue  CAROLINE celebrates 23 years of 
broadcasting  RADIO JACKIE returns to the air in South West London   
APRIL:  NOW RADIO reveals that RADIO CAROLINE is backed by finance provided 
by MIS in an attempt to 'put-off' other 'would-be' offshore radio broadcasters, 
PETER PHILIPS makes a public statement in a news bulletin claiming the story is 
not true. RONAN O'RAHILLY spotted at King's Road Post Office drawing Ministry of 
Defence Pension  RADIO AIRE finally takes over PENNINE RADIO in Bradford   
MAY:  CHILTERN RADIO takes over ESSEX RADIO and SUFFOLK RADIO GROUP 
stations RADIO ORWELL and SAXON RADIO  VIKING RADIO board in crisis meeting - 
in a last ditch attempt  to stop a takeover by RADIO AIRE  CHARLIE WOLF 

receives work permit and flies back to the United Kingdom to work fulltime for 
RADIO MERCURY   

JUNE:  In an attempt to 'stand out' following decline in audience figures 

caused by LASER HOT HITS,  CAROLINE 558 decide to operate on only lkW output 
"This way they'll notice us!" says an engineer  VIKING RADIO falls in to the 
hands of RADIO AIRE  RADIO BROADLANDS is taken over by CHILTERN RADIO   

JULY:  PAUL RUSLING launches a new offshore radio station broadcasting 
quadrophonic on 531kHz  OWEN .OYSTEON admits he is really an Australian!   

AUGUST:  PALL RUSLING quits his new offshore radio venture and publishes a 
book  Asked his opinion of the Marine (etc) Broadcasting Offences Act 1967 

and its effect on RADIO CAROLINE Ronan O'Rahilly says; "What's that?!",,,., 
SEPTEMBER:  COLIN MASON (MO CHILTERN RADIO NETWORK) leaves Britain to become a 
tax-exile  •  NORMAN TEBBITT appointed Director General of the BBC   
OCTOBER;  General Election held, Conservatives Win, Home Office state that 
any development of UK radio must wait until 5 years time  60 inland pirates 

appear  on  the  air  the  following day  CHILTERN RADIO buys out LASER HOT 
HITS   

NOVEMBER:  LEICESTER SOUND drops all English-language programming  INVICTA 
RADIO takes on entire broadcasting staff of LASER HOT HITS  LASER moves fast 
and brings back RICK HARRIS, JESSIE BRANDON, CHARLIE WOLF and LIZ WEST   

DECEMBER:  SWANSEA SOUND,  in an effort to maintain appeal with the younger 
audience decide to go offshore  SIMON DEE hired by RADIO ONE  CHILTERN 
RADIO take over HEREWARD RADIO (Peterborough).  PAUL McKENNA becomes highest 
paid DJ in UK radio   

1-113 F F-
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1, Norman Bilton (MD Radio Wyvern).  2. 21 Licences were offered.  * 3. CFM is 
the name of Capital's Sunday FM service,  A. John Tusa became MD BBC External 
Services.  5.  Selkirk  sold  its UK  radio  interests.  6.  Paul  6ambaccini 
presents the Network Album Show,  7. Radio Nova was Chris Cary's Dublin-based 
superstation.  8. Sunshine Radio went CHR in '86.  9. Essex Radio was having 
merger talks with Capital Radio - though there was no agreement.  10. Radio One 

re-introduced a playlist system in the year.  11. Irish station WBgN is in Cork 
City.  12.  LBC  won  the  contract  with  NorthWest  Orient.  13.  The  m.v. 
Communicator  was  sold by  the Admiralty Marshal  for  £35,000  to East Anglian 
Productions,  14. Radio Victory lost its franchise.  15. Ocean Sound is the 
contractor  for Portsmouth/Southampton,  16,  266 applications were  received. 
17. June 30th, 1986 was the date on which Douglas Hurd announced the scrapping 
of the two year experiment in community radio.  18. Sealand announced it was to 
licence  three  commecial  stations.  19.  RTE  announced  a deal  with  Radio 
Luxembourg to operate a long wave service aimed at Ireland and the UK on 254kHz. 
20. Capital Radio Sales now reps County Sound,  21. Radio Thamesmead made the 
first  'over-the-air'  community broadcast as a 'special event'  station.  22. 
Terry Bate returned to BMS.  23, Gerry Taylor left The Radio Marketing Bureau, 
24. CHUM had its tower cut down.  25.  Radio Caroline introduced  'Overdrive 
963',  26.  BBC Essex is  the newest Corporation local  station,  27.  KFRC 
dropped  its  traditional  top-forty  format,  28,  Janice Long and John Peel 
broadcast for Radio One from Japan.  29.  Trevor Brook was one of a few who 
approached  the  Government  for  licences  to  operate  international  shortwave 
stations,  30. Johnnie Walker quit GWR to re-Join Radio One. His first show is 
on January S.  31. Chiltern opened Northants 96 - The Hot FM.  32,  David 
Hamilton, left Radio 2 for Radio 210,  33. Radio Forth concluded a takeover of 
Radio Tay.  34,  Yes,  it was true that 18 CR applicants presented the Home 
Office with the bill for £287,000! 

Well, How did you do?! 

N  W  n r4 o .r  co 

N E  S L  I  N E 

( 0536 ) 

51  44  37 

CALL  THI S  NUMBER  ANYTI ME  BETWEEN  2PM  SATURDAY 
AFTERNOON  AND  9AM  MONDAY  MORNI NG  AND  HEAR  A  BRI EF 
SUMMARY  OF  THE  LATEST  RADI O  NEWS,  TOGETHER  WI TH 
DETAI LS  OF  THE  CONTENTS  OF  THE  NEXT  ISSUE  OF  NOW 

RADI O, 

THE  NOW  RADIO  NEWSLINE  IS  A  SPECIAL  FREE  SERVICE  OF  NOW 
RADIO  COMMUNICATIONS.  AT  OTHER  TIMES  OUR  OFFICE  IS  MANNED 

AND  ABLE TO  TAKE YOUR CALLS  PERSONALLY. 

m Now Radio  Communications 
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• A1Vl/FMe'Trivia.30 years of popular music. 

O Contains 2178 questions. 

• Able to be played anywhere using the included player scorecards. 

O Compatible with boards of other trivia games. 

• Volumes 2 & 3 coming soon. 

• 6 colour coded categories tracing the chart hits from both sides 
of the Atlantic between 1955 and the present. 

A AI/ FMs TRIVIA: THE GREAT POP MUSIC GAME 
ATA TRIVIAL EXPENSE. 

' 

!AIM 

IF  YOU  CANNOT  OBTAIN  AM/FM  TRIVIA  LOCALLY,  WHY  NOT  ORDER 
FROM NOW RADIO COMMUNICATIONS? 
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Caroline  558  received  a Christmas  present  which  should  improve  the 

stations signal over much of  its reception area: a brand new Optimod unit for 
processing the audio of  the station and making it sound a stronger signal than 

previously. 
However, at press time, Chicago,  the stations chief engineer, appears 

not to have set the unit up to its maximum capabilities. 

One of the new arrivals aboard Caroline is DJ/News Reader Stuart Clark. 
Clark  was  one  of  the  founder  directors  of  Waterford  (Ireland)  commercial 

station, ARC Radio. 

Several more 'down periods  can be expected from the Ross Revenge (thus 

silencing  both  Caroline  5SS  and  Radio  Monique)  whilst  chief  engineer  Peter 
chicago continues to conclude wori,  on the new aerial  feed system.  The antenna 
now  consists of  four  cables  running up  the  aerial  tower,  as opposed  to  the 

original two. 

I NI  E:  I E 

Charlie Wolf, still recording programmes for Crawley ILR Radio Mercury, 

also airing daily on Salt Lake City, Utah, hot hits station KFMY   
Talk around the net that. Caroline are thinking of installing a new 50kW 

transmitter for their 555 service. Truth is,  this idea was first thrown around 
the station office soon after  the  introduction of a seperate English language 
channel  following the arrival of Radio Monique aboard the ROSS Revenge. Quotes 

on 50kW transmitters were obtained by the station's Canadian investors. Will be 

quite a time happening, one feels , 
Christmas was hardly over and the 07i decided to pay visits to Crystal 

Palace-based inland pirate stations on Sunday morning (December 25th) during the 

morning   
Seven  Day/24  Hour  operations  in London  are  CDR  (West  London)  5.8.5 

(Black.  Community  Radio)   Hits 90 9ORM,  Pop,  All  London  „TEC,  104.6FM, 
Slack. Community Radio, North West London  London Greek Radio,  105.1FM, Greek 

Community  Radio,  All  London  LWR,  92.1Fm,  Slack  Music  Format,  All 
London  People's Choice,  10:3.6FM,  Soul  Music  Format,  South London  RjR, 
90FM,  Reggae  Music,  North  London  Solar  Radio,  9SFM,  Soul  Music,  All 
London  Starpoint  Radio,  94.2FM,  Soul  Music,  All  London  Time  Radio, 
105.7FM, Soul and Reggae Music Format, West London  TKO, 90.8FM, Clack Music 

Service,  All  London  and  Wia_R,  9SFM,  Soul  Music  Format  heard  around  South 

London   
Leeds has two regular Slack Music stations, though it appears that both 

broadcast mainly night time, with eid_ra hours provided (during daytime) over the 
weekends. They are MCR (Music City Radio), 90.SFM and AEC Radio, 94 5PM   

Plans advancing for a major station on Merseyside.  Station currently 

seeking Sales Manager and also team of broadcasters with previous eperience. 
This station will run a major anti-drugs campaign for the city   

Former RNI deejay Mike Ross spends the New Year holiday in prison after 

being arrested twice within four days for alleged drink-driving offences. Ross, 
who appeared before Magistrates at Great Yarmouth under his real  name,  Colin 
Norville, was charged after his vehicle mounted a sidewalk  in the early hours of 
Christmas  Day,  The  739-year  old  was  already  On Sail from the same Court  in 
,.onnection with another  alleged drio::-driving offence  four  thys ea ,lier. 

Magistrates heard Ross was still to face a Court on a similar c:'iarge dating bac: 

'u early Decemher. He wls reHanded untli jenue,y 
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O Contains 2178 questions. VOLUME lOUT,t'0W' 

• Able to be played anywhere using the included player scorecards. 

O Compatible with boards of other trivia games. 

• Volumes 2 & 3 coming soon.. 

• 6 colour coded categories tracing the chart hits from both sides 
of the Atlantic between 155 and the present 
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